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Best Buddies supporting each other

'°^°« Edit

Gulf debate heats up
UOP remains relatively quite over military build up
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By Ben Goorin
News Editor
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Last week, Anthony Kennedy Shriver, founder of the Best Buddies Organization came to visit
UOP's Best Buddies Program. Shriver is the son of Eunice Kennedy, founder of the Special
Olympics, and Seargent Shriver, director of the Peace Corps.

By Sarah Walraven
Staff Writer
Once again that special time of the
year has come to show others how
much we care and to tell people how
much we need them. Perhaps it is ap
propriate to take this opportunity to
talk about an organization here at UOP
that captures the giving spirit Ever
since its arrival to UOP last spring, the
Best Buddies Program has brought
together caring students and mentally
retarded individuals from the commu
nity.
Ata time in theirlives when a sense
of social responsibility is developing,
college students are pairing upwith the
mentally retarded who are often ne
glected citizens in society.
"The 'buddies' [mentally retarded
citizens] in this program arepeople our
own age," says Liz Brown, director of

UOP's Best Buddies chapter. "They
like to go to parties or the movies, or to
football games. But instead, they end
up staying home. They rarely even
receive phone calls."

"The Best Buddies
program gives them
[the mentally
retarded] the
opportunity to do
the things that
other people get to
do."
—Liz Brown
Dir. of UOP's Best Buddies
UOP students are changing that
and are establishing a special relation
ship with their new found friends. "The

Best Buddies program gives them [the
mentally retarded] the opportunity to
do the things that other people get to
do," says Brown.
Matches are made according to
common interests. Once paired up, the
'best buddies' go to parks, movies or
anything else they enjoy doing together.
There is a lot to learn from each other,
says Brown."So many peopleshyaway
from them, but really they're just like
everybody else," she says.
Brown went on to say that the most
important aspect of BestBuddies is the
one on one contact. "Having someone
to talk to means so much to the Bud
dies."
Those interested in the BestBuddies
program can call Liz at the Anderson
"Y" Center at 946-2793. The program
is looking for associate member vol
unteers who are interested in attending
the group functions.

Santa Claus comes to town

As the possibility of a war with Iraq
draws closer, individual reaction to the
crisis becomes more important than
ever. The reality of war is of special
concern to college-aged Americans.
Males between 18and 25 may be asked
to serve their country and student de
ferment may not be an option.
Observers say a draft is notevident
at this point, but a stand-off between
forces may necessitate replacement of
troops. Nothing has been decided so
far, but it is something Congress is
starting to consider and will have to
vote on. As more Americans become
informed of possible solutions to the
Gulf crisis, there seems to be more
disagreement. Every day offers a new
scenario but a resolution probably is
not nearby.
Anti-war movementsare surfacing
throughout college campuses in the
country. The idea of war is unfamiliar
to most young Americans who have
lived through relatively peaceful times.
Reaction to thecrisis has been relatively
quiet at UOP, butthis doesn'tmean that
students here are without opinions.
Whether or not a draft occurs, many
still question U.S. intervention in the
region.
"We have no right to be there as far
as I am concerned," says sophomore
Lee Ghio. "We're not in danger. Our
finances are in danger—that'sour own
fault"
A sign asking forpeace in theMiddle
East hangs in the McCaffrey Center,
one of UOP's only visual responses to
the crisis. It was put up by Ed Keyani,
a student who has already declared
himself as a conscientious objector.
"It's not worth dying for. I wouldn't
want any other American to die."
Some students question whether or
not there is enough reason to risk
military conflict. "I think the way we
wantto live in theU.S.would be directly
affected if we weren't there, but maybe
we should re-think how we want to live
here. We're not going to lose the real
necessities if they stay in Kuwait but

we are going to have cut back on the
certain things that are more frivolous."
Has There Been Enough Action
at UOP
Some have criticized the UOP
community for not holding enough
serious debates on the issues. There
has been a fair share of speakers, and
the topic has been reviewed in classes,
but some feel that such a crisis merits
more discussion.
"Questions of war with a fairly large
country is a question of all American
citizens," said Professor Court Smith,
who teaches political science. Smith
says he would have thought the possi
bility of a war like this would have
stirred more concern on a campus with
so many young people.
Keyani believes that, "Debate over
the issue is the exception rather than the
norm. That is frightening."
If thereis apathy, it has been blamed
on the fact that individuals do not feel
seriously affected.

Does Iraq Pose A Major Threat?
Many students do not feel the U.S.
is in much danger.Some students feel
very confident that U.S. forces are well
equipped.
"If combat does arise it will be short
and sweet," says John Bowdren, a re
turning student who spent three years
in active reserve. "We're going to be
using technology that we have never
used before. They [Iraq] don't have
anything that's comparable to what we
have."
Professor Smith warns against such
optimism."Itcould be very bloody, the
casualties could be very high. We're
talking real war. If you look back at the
nature of wars that we've been involved
with in this century, you will often find
thatpeopleunderestimate how bad they
will be, how many people will be in
volved and how long they will last"
"The problem is that America on
the whole has a rather romantic and
unrealistic view of what war is," says
(See DEBATE, page 2)

Kappa Alpha Theta
corresponds with U.S. troops
Theta receivedaletterby aserviceman stationed in SaudiArabia. He writes,
Well, today marksmy 92nd day in Saudi Arabia. Let me tell you, it hasbeen
nothing but fun. Every day we just sit out in the sun,make sandcastles,and have
picnics. Ha ha. Not hardly. We're still doing the same old bull
.
It looks like war is becoming more of a reality. Bush just won't budge. He
needs tagiVjS time for those economic sanctions to work. Hopefully Hussein
will chicken out. I don't want to be killed...
We make our own stiff out here. We take apple juice, sugar, andyectst, and
mix tnem together. Let it sit for about two weeks and presto, you have wine...
We can get in serious trouble if we get caught. I've only drank it a couple of
times. Well, time for bed. It's 10 p.m. and I have guard froml2 to 4, the yukJcy
shift...
—Nov. 29

Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority has taken on a service project in order to
correspond with troops taking part in "Operation Desert Shield."
"We're honored thattheguysovertherearefightingforus,"says Junior Lea
Bolster.
"I have friends in Saudi and I know thatreceivingletters from me and others
help keep their spirits up. The guys I write to miss home and these letters help
them keep in touch with their family and friends," says senior Stephanie
Mordkin.

Faculty retension a concern
When a professor looks to teach academic affairs, says in regards to the
elsewhere,
judgement is based on what high retention rate of teachers at UOP,
Staff Writer
he or she has published. Many faculty "The faculty is committed to the tra
President Atchley addressed the members, because of the lack of pres ditions of quality education that UOP
faculty and staff on Nov. 15 on the sure to publish, haven't written any offers. We also have a number of fac
financial conditions of the University thing. This makes them less mobile and ulty here who have dedicated theiraca
and reaffirmed his plan to raise salaries. contributes to faculty retention. "Even demic careers to this University and in
Atchley stated that he is recom if they wanted (to leave) they can't, doing so have made it one of the finest
mending to the Board of Regents a because if they've been here quite a private schools in the West, and they
5.2% increase in the campus salary while and they've never written any intend to make itaneven betterUniver
pool this year, effectiveJanuary 1. It is thing other schools would judge them sity."
There are drawbacks to teaching at
not an across-the-board pay raise. It is accordingly and not be as likely to hire
a
private
university and a major one for
a "salary enhancement pool" that will them," said one professor.
the
teachers
at UOP involves research.
Kenneth Day, chair of the commu
be allocated to the departments ac
The
UOP
library
facility is not ad
cording to guidelines that will be de nication department, says, "Many of
equate
for
the
teachers
who want to do
veloped after evaluating suggestions the faculty who remain at UOP do so
extensive
research.
This
results in trips
because they like the smaiier size of the
from faculty and administration.
to
Berkeley
or
Davis
for
material and
Private schools across the country private universities rather than a large
the
use
of
computing
facilities.
are experiencing similar problems to UC. The small classroom sizeresults in
Some instructors, however, do not
those seen at UOP. Because of low a better learning environment and di
feel
quite as content as the rest One
enrollment and high expenses, there is rect student-teacher contact and rela
instructor
who wishes to remain
little left for the teachers' salaries. The tionships."
Joe Subbiondo, vice-president of (See RETENTION, page 2)
quality of teachers in private universi
ties keeps the schools at the academic
top, but what keeps the teachers at
these schools when they could be
making more money elsewhere?
Even though professors' salaries Recycling efforts under scrutiny
2
here havebeenrankedamong the lower
Getting serious about war
3
38% in the country, the faculty reten
tion rate is high.
State of affairs
4
As aprofessor in thebusinessschool
explains, "We have a low tumoverrate, Why does a white man teach black history....5
but there are several reasons for this.
7
One of the reasons is that UOP is a Devleth contemplates Soviet policy
'teaching' institution and a lot of pro
Skiing! Snow problem!
8
fessors like the atmosphere of low
publishing pressure. Historically, UOP Bottom Drawer is top shelf
9
has not required it's professors to
10
publish and a lot of people like that Tigers roar for NCAA title
because they just enjoy the teaching Basketball lacks consistency
11
and not the publishing."

By Kelly Hochman

This Week
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Santa Claus rodeintocampuslastFridaynighton
one of Archania's fire trucks, bringing gifts and
holidaycheerforthirtyofStockton'sunderprivileged
children. After reading "The Night Before Christ
mas,"Santa listened to each child's Chnstmas wishes
and gave out gifts donated by the brothers of Archani a.
After all the gifts were distributed, Santa sang a few
songs with the children, such as Jingle Bells, Rudolph
the Red-nosed Reindeer and We Wish You A Merry

Christmas. The kids then enjoyed cookies and punch
while playing with their toys along with the brothers
and sweethearts. The evening ended by saying good
bye to Santa, who left on the same truck he rode in
on.
In addition to this, Archania spent the prior
Wednesday evening singing carols at the Stockton
Developmental Center, an educational facility for
the developmentally disabled.
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War threat cause students to think
"
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Recycling efforts under scrutiny
•

v

In April of 1989 BURRP began to
By Kelly Hochman
make this campus aware of all the
Staff Writer
things that each student could do to
UOP's Better University Resource help preserve the environment Since
Recovery Program (BURRP) was the organization's efforts started, they
have recycled and made $450.00. This
created by the Anderson Y Center last
May toraiseenvironmental conscious organization is not-for-profit It is a
responsibility program to get the stu
ness and reduce the school's waste.
The response to these efforts has dents and others involved in the Uni
been more than theAYC had expected, versity recycling. Executive directorof
but not without problems and difficul the program,FranAbbott says, This is
the first recycling program in UOP
ties.
history and it has been established to
The program, staffed by 30 volun
makeeveryoneenvironmentally aware
teers, picks up all white paper, newspa
per and aluminum cans to be recycled of their surroundings."
Although the response has been
by the Stockton Scavenger. They do
generally good, the program would
not pick up glass anymore because it
does not have a high enough recycled like people in general to know that they
value quality. The group picks up their could use much more help in all the
large green toters once a week, usually areas. Kathleen Brown, a junior and a
on Thursday or Friday, from various volunteerwith BURRP, says,"We have
locations around campus. There is one done a lot for the school but the Uni
in South/West, another by the engi versity should know that we are not
neering building and others located working for them, we are working for
throughout the University. Several of our environment." Kathleen also says
the large garbage cans have the BURRP that although the turnout and response
insignia on the front. It enables the hasbeengoodtherearealotofapathetic
students to recognize which garbage students who don't seem concerned
with the environmental issues.
cans are for the recyclable materials.

Sergeant Don Yates at the U.S. Army recruiting station in Stockton where recruitment remains slow.
Sergeant Yates states his feeling on
ceived opinion says thatif a war is short
(DEBATE, from page 1)
the subject of draft, "Freedom is not
and
successful,
people
will
rally
behind
Smith. "They don't go according to
free. There are people today running
plan. Other people get drawn in. No it, no matter what the cause.
around in society who take things for
"It
isobvious
thatlraqis
notadirect
body expected theVietnam war to look
granted. We have a pretty good life
threat
to
Americans,"
says
Smith.
He
the way it looked in 1964. Smith says
here." He says that because of wars is
also
says
that
the
U.S.
is
not
fighting
to
that wars are unpredictable and grow
the reason we are where we are today.
protect
democracy.
larger than anyone originally antici
Sergeant Yates goes on to say, "I
Smith
says,
"The
question
is
if
were
pates."
understand
that people have different
not
doing
it
to
protect
Americans
in
at
Sophomore George Frangadakis
personalities,
different beliefs, and dif
disagrees. "The way I look at it is that least in any direct way and if we're not
ferent
values
but
it all boils down to one
we'repretty big and they'repretty small. doing in for any ideological reason,
thing—we
all
take
advantage of where
There could be a battle but nothing then why are we doing it.?"
"It's a question that might not be we live. There comes a time when we
substantial enough to be a war," he
perfectly
conclusive," says Smith."But need to pull together and be together.
says.
when
one
of you comes back in a body I'm not saying you have to be a front
Sergeant Don W. Yates of the U.S.
ArmyRecruitingStationsayshedoesn't bag, the people who knew you are line soldier but maybe do your share."
Professor Smith says students have
believe the Iraq troops pose that much going to ask why."
the
ability to affect government policy.
of a threat "They are hanging by a
"It
is not your duty as an American to
If Not You, Then Who?
string," he says.
acquiesce,
it is your duty to participate
One of the hardest questions posed
Sergeant Yates feels that economic
in
government
decisions. That is what
sanctions will work, but if they don't, so far involves how students would
makes
America
differentfrom allother
"We have some pretty awesomestuff," react to a draft
countries."
He
recommends
working
"I would definitely oppose it," says
he says. "If you have seen demonstra
with
other
people,
getting
involved
in
tions of the weapons we have, you'd be David Jager."I would be involved with
interest
groups,
writing
to
Congress
draft protest I would probably have to
amazed."
and if necessary petitioning.
Professor Smith says, "It's not go to jail."
Bowdrenoffershispersonal insight.
simpiyamauci
ui who's
wnu skuiiuw^;»
"Ithinkeveryonehasacommitment
simply a matter of
technology is
better. They have just come through an to their country, says Bowdren.'T would "PresidentBush is greatly worried about
extraordinary long, bloody war with go." As for everybody else, he says, the moral of troops over there. When I
Iran. If it shows nothing else, it shows "They are obligated toserve. You can't was on deployments and I was gone for
they are willing to incur enormous just bask in theluxuriesof home without 3 months at a time, being away from
family and friends, the tremendous
having to doing your part"
losses and great suffering."
boredom, you staitquestioning yourself
Student
Scott
Verrue
says,
"I
don't
"These are people who are used to
about
being there and your purpose.
think
I
would
be
called
upon
to
go,
fighting in these conditions and dying
How
would
the troops feel after being
beingafull
time
student
Ifitultimately
in great numbers, for this particular
there
for
an
extended
period of time?
came
do
wn
to
it
yes,
I
would
go.
Being
government," says Professor Smith.
"I
feel
guilty
when
I don't know
a
U.S.
citizen
all
my
life,
I
would
feel
At least one senior student agrees.
what
the
situation
is,"
says
Bowdren.
obligated
to
go
if
any
other
U.S.
citi
"We should learn from our mistakes
of
my
units
are
over
there.
There
"Two
zens
were
also
called."
and know that it is not easy to attack
is
quite
a
lack
of
concern
for
what
is
Fighting
is
not
the
answer
to
student
someone in their native land," says
going
on.
This
could
amount
to
some
Chris
Boris.
"I
love
my
country,
but
Gary Krieg. "I'm not convinced that
even though we have fire power, they you don't have to go across the world to thing substantial, that's really going to
have more to lose than we have to help out." Boris says there are other affect people. If they don't havefamily
forms of national service which can be and friends over there, they are goin g to
gain."
performed in the U.S. without killing feel for people whodo," he says."There
needs to be more understanding. They
or being killed.
Why Go To War?
Others are simply unable to answer need tobe up on current events, period.
"Here we are talking about going to
war because one person thinks that such a question now. "You'd have to This is very important. This is going to
might be necessary," says Smith. Ac ask me when Ihave my draft card in my be in our history books."
cording to Smith, on the whole, re- hand," says Krieg.

RETAIN

(Continued from page 1)
anonymous says, "If the University
wishes tobe a first rate university, they
will have to pay first rate salaries, and
that is something they are not doing."
He goes on to say, "The only way to
make a decent wage living is to go
someplace else."
Dean Robert Benedetti agrees with
the fact that thesalaries are too low, but
says,"With a 13 million debt, President
Atchley could have called for pay cuts
and layoffs, but he did neither. That is
brave, don't you think?"
The student retention factor is also
a concern for the private university.
Althougha"privateeducation" isoften
looked at as a better education, some
are unsure of this. Edward Sifckel, a
junior, says, "I came here because of
the size of the school, I really don't
know if I am gettingthat much betterof
an education." The majority of the stu
dents came to UOP because of the size
of the school. Scott Shepherd, also a
junior says, "So many of the students
come from small schools and towns.
The feel of UOP, because of its small
size, makes students feel more com
fortable."

T«^r»ciot^r»tnirkim
Inconsistentpickup seems to bet
be the
main concern of those involved. The
staff of the McCaffrey Center Apanments decided to discontinue use of
two overflowing bins in the complex
area because they were considered to
be a fire hazard. The UC apartments
still recycle newsprint, however. The
fact that BURRP is understaffed anda
lot of time goes into running the pro.
gram, makes for some of the delays.
TheronWestrope.asophomore.saki
when asked about recycling, "It is very
important and worthwhile and some*
thing that should be taken seriously by
the studentbody. However, some of®
are just too lazy to do it" Kristin
Balousek, a sophomore, feels the same
way and has some suggestions for
improving the system, Recycling is
great and we should do more of it, by
putting bins in the dorms I bet a lot of
the students would become more in
volved than they are."

Those involved with the program
see it getting better and making the
University an environmentally aware
campus

Charter bus headed for
UOP catches on fire

^ith the threat <.*
of Ui
die Eastenss

By Valerie N. Wilson

C.K. MacClatchy High student
A Great American Stage bus carry
ing high school students caught fire on
its way to UOP shortly after 9 a.m. last
Friday.
With 21 students and two faculty
members from Sacramento's C.K.
MacClatchy High School on board, the
bus lost its drive line while trying to
pass a truck. As the drive line twisted
loose, the bus lost power.
"I didn't even think the bus was on
fire. I thought it was a flat tire," said
Jennifer Adib ('92).

Pulling over to theside of the road,
the bus driver exited the bus and dis
covered that the engine had caught fire.
Minutes after all the students were
safely evacuated, several small explo
sions occurred, causing the fire to
spread.
"The more I think about it, the more
upset I get," said Edward Rideal (*91),
who had lost a walkman and tapes.
Fire trucksarrived at 9:26 to extin
guish the flaming bus, which apparently
caught fire when sparksfrom the loos
ening drive shaft ignited fuel from a
ruptured fuel line.
AccordingtoSimonaFilimon('91),

"All I know is that there was smokf
coming from under my seat and I lost!
lot of stuff... I just think that we're very
lucky."
"I feel scared out of mywits because
the fire started in the engine and we
didn't know what was going on," said
Emily Sanjo ('93).
One of the faculty members ot
board expressed concent that only out
exit was used to evacuate the bus. Bj
10:15 the fire was out and the totalef
bus was taken away on a flatbed trucl(i
No one was injured.
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One in 500 collegians has AIDS virus

BOSTON, Mass. (CPS)—As many as one of every 500 college students is
carrying the AIDS virus, a study released Nov. 29 by the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and the American College Health Association indicates.
A similar 1988 study of blood samples anonymously tested by the CDC
indicated similar infection rates on campuses.
The new survey indicates25,000-35,000 students are infected with the HIV
virus, which eventually causes the body's immune system to break down.

As Persian Gulf Crisis escalates, so does anti-war movement
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Police nab 9 students on pledging crime spree
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NEW HAVEN,Conn. (CPS)—Police arrested nine University of Vermont |
students sent on a pledging crime spree to at least six campuses by the Sigma
Nu fraternity, which Vermont officials promptly suspended in retaliation.
The students, found with an assortment of stolen stereo gear, phones and
shavers, carried a note from Sigma Nu explaining they wereon a pledging road
trip to Yale and Southern Connecticut State universities, the University of |
Connecticut, and American International and Springfield colleges.
Police were not understanding. They arrested the students on burglary,
larceny and trespassing charges.
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Students sound off in Montana.

By Amy Hudson and
Jaret Seiberg
College Press Service
With the threat of war ever nearer,
student protest of U.S. policy in the
Middle East crisis has spread faster in
recent weeks.
As many as 200 campuses were
expected to hold Persian Gulf
"teach-ins" during the first week of
December, said Carl LeVan of Aegis
Justice, a new Washington, D.C.-based
network for opponents of Operation
Desert Shield.The group is planning a
national student march on Washington
for Jan. 26. During the past month,
students at the universities of Montana,
Minnesota, Illinois-Chicago, Michigan,
Denver, LoyolaUniversity inChicago,
Harvard University and State Univer
sity of New York-Stony Brook, among
others, have staged sit-ins and teach-ins
blasting U.S. intervention in theMiddle
East. "More troops are being sent, so
more people have been affected," said
Bill Doares of the New York-based
Coalition to Stop Intervention in the
Middle East, founded in August. The
coalition was planning a Dec. 9 dem
onstration and a Jan. 19 march on
Washington. "It's not a distant issue
any more," said U.S. Student Associa
tion (USSA) official Tajel Shah of the
escalating protests."There's a sense of

urgency,"agreedAegis Justice'sixVan.
Campus anti-war sentiment, tradition

ally strong since the days of the Viet
nam War, has taken a long time to
bubble to the surface since Iraq invaded
oil-rich Kuwait Aug. 2. Small rallies in
September and October, typically or
ganized by Kuwaitistudents registered
here, dwelled on the Iraqi aggression
and pleaded for help in pushing Iraqi
troops out of the captured nation.
As soon as late August, University
of California at Berkeley students
marched against President Bush's
military build-up in the Saudi Arabian
desert, generally calling for an "Arab
solution to an Arab problem."
As the buildup has continued, the
theme has changed and the numbers of
protesters have grown.
Demonstrators are demanding that
U.S. troops leave, arguing that cheap
oil isn't a good reason to go to war.
"A lot of people were frustrated that
people weren't responding and taking
thisseriously,"recalled Deborah Crawford
of theProgressive StudentNetwork at the
University of Illinois-Chicago. "But it's
happening now."
Many observers say the United
Nations' increasing propensity to au
thorize force against Iraq and the
Congressional hearingsonU.S. military
involvement in the affair have made
the matter moreimmediate to students.
"It's a totally different situation
now," Crawford said.
It's even more immediate because
more students are being yanked out of

school to participate in Operation Desert
Shield.
While no one has a good count of
how many students have been called to
active duty, Department of Defense
spokesman for the reserves and the
National Guard Lt. Col. David Super
notes that 140,000 reservists and Na

tional Guard members—about 10 per
cent of the total reserve force—get
college benefits.
If the percentages held,about 8,600
of the 85,600 reservists and National
Guard troops in the desert as of Nov.26
were college undergrads a few weeks
(SeeWAR, backpage)

College won't be excuse for draft
(CPS)—While thousands of col
legians already have been or are pre
paring to leave for the Persian Gu)f as
military reservists, afull-scale military
draft of young people would affect
millions more students.
During theVietnam War—thelast
time the nation had a military draft—
the government offered enrolled col
legians a deferment from active ser
vice.
As a result, thousands of men
avoided military duty simply by con
tinuing toregister for classes, whether
they needed to take them or not. Such
deferments, however, no longer exist.
Under the current draft law, adopted
in 1971, students would receive only
temporary deferments. A student
drafted while in the middle of an
academic term would be allowed to
delay going into the military only
until the end of the term. A student in
his final yearof study would be able to

defer leaving until theend of the aca
demic year. In addition, seminarians
and students at divinity schools would
be exempt from the draft. A draft can
be started only by an act of Congress
signed by the president. If one were
setup, men turning 20 during the year
the draft started would go first. For
instance, if the draft begins in 1991,
males bom in 1971 would make up
the first pool of draftees. When all
available 20-year-olds had been
drafted, 21-year-olds would be called
up, followed by 22-year-olds,
23-year-olds, 24-year-olds and
25-year-olds. The draft would then
work back to 19-year-olds and then
18-year-olds. Anyone who was drafted
and accepted for service would be
required to stay in the military for at
least 24 months, including training .
At present 14 million American men
are registered for the draft.

Middle-class students missing
(CPS)—Fewer students from
middle- class families are enrolling in
college, a Williams College professor
has found.
Those that do, moreover, are shift
ing to different campuses.
Middle- class students are far less
likely than they used to be to go to a
school at which they would have to live
away from home, said Morton Shapiro,
a Williams economics professor who
coauthored the enrollment study.
Instead, they are registering at twoyear campuses or four-year public col
leges that don't have grad schools.
They shun"elite" private campuses
because they "severely overestimate
pricesand underestimatetheamountof
financial aid they can get,Shapiro said.
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Why middle- class students are
shunning four-year public universities
distant from their homes, however, is
"much more of a mystery," he added.
Only 26 percent of the seniors at the
biggest four-year public universities
were from middle- class families, down
from 36percent in 1982, Shapiro found.
At the nation's "top 25" private univer
sities, the number of middle-class stu
dents fell from 27 percent of the senior
class in 1982 to just 18 percent in 1989.
The numbers of middle-class stu
dents—those from families earning
S60,000 to$70,000 a year—at two-year
and four-year colleges without grad
schools also fell, but only at about the
same rate as the number of
middle-income households during the
time period, Shapiro added. Shapiro
doesn't think price is the primary rea-

son middle-class students are shifting
to different schools. "If it were only a
pricing phenomenon, it wouldbe highly
unlikely that the same thing would
happen at the (relatively inexpensive)
University of Texas as at Yale," he said.
Yet something is dissuading some stu
dents from applying to the most selec
tive private universities. When S hapiro
interviewed 3,400 parents of top high
school seniors, he found that"only half
of the students hadeven applied to elite
(private) schools." Asked to say how
much those schools cost, the parents
"severely overestimated" their price
"by a substantial amount." They also
underestimated how much financial
aid they could get at those schools,
Shapiro concluded the students may
have opted to apply to the schools if
they knew their real prices and how
much aid they could get. Others aren't

so sure. "I'm sure sticker price does
serve as a deterrent," said Arthur
Hauptman, author of "The College
Tuition Spiral," a recent book about
campus costs. And knowing about fi
nancial aid to help pay for college
doesn't mean students would be will
ing to go into debt for something they
don't think they can afford, Shapiro
conceded.
"Even if they areaware of financial
aid," he said, "some wouldn't use it."
Shapiro speculated middle-income
students may be shunning distant
four-year public universities for eco
nomic reasons, opting to live at home.
As aresult, they'd choose a community
college or local public college, Shapiro
said. The study, by Shapiro along with
Larry Litten of the Consortium on Fi
nancing Higher Education (COFHE)
and Massachusetts Institute of

AUSTIN, Tex. (CPS)—On the day the University of Texas suspended its
Sigma Nu chapter while investigating the alleged beating of a pledge, Travis
County Attorney Ken Oden issued subpoenas for the names, addresses and
telephone numbers of all fraternity members on the Austin campus.
Oden, who is investigating a series of crimes involving frat members, said
the Greek houses had shown a "blatant disregard" for the law, and that he
needed the names to aid future investigation.
UT's Interfraternity Council said it would contest the subpoenas as un
constitutional.
Hazing incidents also have been reported at Western Illinois and Virginia
Tech during the past month.
Fraternities at the universities of Akron, Alabama, Idaho and Georgia, as
well as at West Texas State, Santa Clara, Mankato State, Michigan State,
Jacksonville State universities have been disciplined for various crimes and
policy infractions this term.

Pitt tightens security after master key missing
PITTSBURGH (CPS)—New security measures are being taken at the
I University of Pittsburgh, where a master key that opens 680 dormitory rooms
|has been missing since Nov. 12.
University spokesman Bob Reteshka said two rooms have been burglarI ized since the key disappeared, and in both cases, the doors weren't forced
jopen.
Officials have added security people to patrol the coed dormitory until the
|locks are changed.

Texas A&M researchers didn't fake fusion
HOUSTON (CPS)—Allegations that Texas A&M researchers spiked
I water with tritium tofake cold nuclear fusion are unfounded, an internal report |
I released Nov. 18 concluded.
The report investigated the research atTexas that followed the March 1989
I claim by scientists at the University of Utah that they had achieved cold fusion
|in a beaker of room-temperature water.
Scientists all over the world rushed to confirm the discovery, which would
|have meant a cheap, clean and virtually inexhaustible supply of energy.
The journal Science suggested in its June 15,1989, issue that some Texas
|A&M experiments had been tainted.
The panel said Texas A&M scientists rushed their research, but noneof the
|experiments was conducted fraudulently.

Student evaluations of profs cause controversies
(CPS)—Students' evaluations of their professors, or at least the way their
I schools use the evaluations, have caused controversy on two campuses in
|recent weeks.
At Oakland University in Michigan, an unnamed psychology professor
I reportedly was suspended for altering student/teacher evaluation forms.
University officials refused tocomment on the case, but others associated with
the incident told the Oakland Sail, the campus paper, that the suspended
professor apparendy erased marks made by students on the computer evaluaI lion forms to give himself higher grades. At the University of Guam, officials
agreed to remove anonymous evaluations from professors' tenure files after
I the faculty union filed agrievance.The Guam Federation of Teachers,the local
branch of the American Federation of Teachers, claimed using such evalua
tions in tenure and promotion decisions violated a ban on anonymous docu
ments or those"based on hearsay"in faculty members' files. Campusofficials,
the union added, used thestudents' opinionsof their teachers in evaluating only
a select group of faculty members. College officials nationwide sometimes use
student evaluations, usually anonymous, to decide whether or not to grant
teachers tenure. The evaluations' format—and the weight officials give
them—varies widely. Oakland's psychology department, for example, gives
teaching, research and service scores equal weight in deciding teachers' merit
raises. Half of a professors' teaching performance is based on student evalu
ations, said universityspokesman Jim Llewellyn."We take them veryseriously,"
he said. "We're not to see them until they've been graded and completed."
Llewellyn said there are no plans to change the way evaluations are distributed

Technology grad student Michael
O'Malley, was commissioned by
COFHE, a group of 32 of the country's
most selective private institutions.
The group was conecmed thatprivate
university educations had become too
expensive for the middle class. Asa result
of Shapiro's study, Boston Mayor
Raymond Flynn called for more
low-interest loans and grants to help
middle-income students. "If our country
is going to be truly committed to helping
young people get a higher education,
low-interest student loan programs for 1 or used.
middle-income families must be restored
to their previous levels,"Flynn declared.
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OPINION
EDITORIAL

State of affairs
With all the decorations, music and cheer spreading across
the campus, it is impossible to forget that the holiday season is
in full swing and that 1990 will soon be a memory. However,
in our hour of glee, it is important that we take note of the
events of 1990, both internationally and domestically, for it is
through this common understanding that we may truly appre
ciate the joy experienced at this time of year.
1990 has brought with it a world of change. Eastern
Europe has opened itself to an entire world of thought and
ideas that it hasn't experienced for generations. There is
indeed hope in these lands, and a struggle to achieve the
dreams and goals of the people. Unfortunately, things are not
as optimistic in all nations. The situation in Iraq and Kuwait
has shown the world that while some are rejoicing their
freedom, others now are oppressed. Since August, the world
has held its breath as Saddam Hussein has single-handedly
terrorized the globe. Back home, Americans are facing the
realization that the draft may not be such a "forgotten" idea.
The potential for its reinstatement is real, and for those people
who think it won't affect them it will become apparent that
when push comes to shove, wars change laws, not vice versa.
Domestically, the United States seems to be flailing amid
the Middle East Crisis. Prices are high and loved ones are
gone. These scenarios coupled with the ongoing problems of
homelessness, poverty, disrimination, drug abuse and injustice
bring to light the needs and thoughts of our people.
Though these topics are not pleasant, they are real. There
are indeed good things occurring during this holiday season,
and bad. What's important is to take stock in the importance
of all of them during the next few weeks so that as you look
back on 1990, you'll realize that what you're thankful for is all
the more special, and that maybe in some small way, you can
make a difference in 1991.
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Rachel Hawkins
Sophomore
Undeclared

When I received my Andy Cibb al
bum.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS POLICY
Where's Tommy the Tiger?
It is disappointing to see that Tommy
the Tiger shows up seemingly when he
wants to. I am referring to the lack of
the Tiger at either of the Tiger volley
ball matches with Hawaii. Obviously
Tommy didn't know that the Big West
Conference championship was on the
line. Don't worry, Tommy, you were
not alone on Saturday.The spirit squad
wasn't there either. They might have
been at the football game at Utah State
that night Is that where you were? Last
Friday the very same Lady Tigers be
gan NCAA tournament play here at the
Spanos Center againstMontana. Where
were you and the Spirit Squad? No
other team from thiscampus was active
that night.There was no excuse foryou
not being there.
The last home match for Krissy,
Cathey and Devin should have been a
great experience. Yet the lack of you,
your spirit friends and the student body
in general did not make it a memorable
night for them.
As a former varsity athlete, I can
speak from experience that the home
court advantage is something special.
The whole advantage is in the atmo
sphere set up by people there. Spanos
Center can be such a "jungle" if it is
filled with thekind of team support that
can be found at such schools as Duke
University for basketball and Hawaii
for volleyball. There arekey individuals
who are to help get the crowd into the

match. Tommy, you are one of those
lucky ones.A mascot and a spirit squad
can add so much to the game. Teams
play better if they know someone is
watching them.
Being theschool mascot is an honor
and a privilege. It is also a demanding
job. All the teams expect you tobe at all
their games or matches, especially the
home dates. The expectations are not
asgreatif the team is on the road. If you
should have to make a decision on
where to be, a nationally-ranked team
playing for a conference title should
not be overlooked, especially if the
program is recognized as one of the
major sports on campus.
I am writing out of anger and dis
appointment. I have been at several
schools, and the mascot was there at
every home event. It is a difficult task,
I know. I also know that the athletes
participating in these events want to
see you there. If you need a helper to aid
you when you are unable to attend, I
know ofat leastone person who would
be more than willing to fill in for you.
I do not want to create a controversy,
yet I felt someone had to speak up for
all those people who expect to see you
(including all the little ones who just
want to touch you). You are friendly
looking when we see you. Come into
the "Jungle" more often.
Rich Carr

Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All submissions
must have a name, address and telephone number to be considered for
print.
ThePacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the followingThursday's
issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall, Stockton, Ca.
95211.

Students come to the
rescue for officer Lopez
We, being students personally af
filiated with the Public Safety Depart
ment due to our work/study program,
feel that the article in the Nov. 15th
issue, about Officer David Lopez, was
biased and negatively slanted. Officer
Lopez isone of, if not, the most compe
tent officers at the University. In ref
erence to the insinuation that he takes
his job too seriously, we ask you, would
you rather have the University employ
law enforcement officers who spend
their shifts at Winchell's?
We have worked with Officer Lopez
since his arrival in early 1989 and have
never found him to be anything but a
hard-woridng, personable individual.
A "chip on his shoulder" we have yet to
find and though he is very intelligent,
we have no knowledge of the I.Q. of his
posterior region.
University students should realize
that parking illegally will result in a
citation. Officers should not be blamed
for enforcing the law among students.

PACIFIC TALKS

Discovering that my mom and Santa
Claus had the same handwriting.

Andy Fletcher
Graduate Student

Leaving cookies and milk for Santa
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Your favorite Christmas memory?

Jordon Wald
Freshman
Entertainment Management

The fact that Lopez enforces the law
among students is common knowledge;
however, less publicized is the reality
that healso has the highest arrestrateo!
non-studenttransients and undesirable!
found on campus that could have posed
a great threat to the student body.
What baffles us to no extent is whyl
RaeAnn Ramsey, who was the victim'
of a crime on campus and was person
ally helped by Officer Lopez and was
pleased with his actions, would writs
such a biased article. We hope that the
majority of the students have not been
negatively influenced toward Officer
Lopez because of this article.
Many people do not understand
Lopez' style of law enforcement, butas
he says, "the best feeling in the worldis
when someone needs you and you can
be there tohelp them." The way wesef
it- who do you really want pro tectine
you?
Lisa Sessa, Lori Hand 4
Michelle Middleton

Archania

ondiv,frsity-
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hite man
By Dr. Don Grubbs
Guest Writer
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The oversimplified answer to that
question is that he has the expertise, the
experience, the publications and the
teaching evaluations toshow hecan do
it Moreover, he established thecourse
here over a quarter century ago, long
before any African-American Studies
department was even suggested; the
course was,according to a survey done
by Herbert Hill for the NAACP, only
the fourth Black History course offered
at any California university.
That all may be true, but it's not the
entire truth. Context is almost every
thing in this matter. At an archives or
research center, I am usually one of
many scholars of both sexes, all complexionsand manyethnic groups. True,
many ethnic and sex-orientation fields
ofhistoryarestudiedalmostexclusively
by their own members: few reliable
historians of American Judaism are
gentiles, of gay history are straight, or
of Scandinavian-American history are
entirely of someother ancestry. But in
the field of women's history we find
many male scholars, in Native Ameri
can Studies we see many non-Indians,
and in African-American history there

may even be a Caucasian majority.
This is because Native history, women's
history, and Black historyare not merely
a part of American history; they are
American history,all of it,viewed from
a different perspective— from the
bottom up rather than from the top
down. Since the vast majority of us
have always been other than rich and
powerful, pale and male, even a white

"Students., .need
both support from
role models of their
own background
and challenges from
others."

-Dr. Don Grubs
Professor
man can be more interested in the his
tory of the many than the few.
One of the attractions of the world
of scholarship is that it knows less
gender and race discrimination than
other areas of our national life. Possi
bly this helps rank academia toward the
topofour social scale. In penitentiaries,
ethnicity can be a life-or-death matter;
in public schools and thearmed forces,

it controls our friendships; in our ethnic
neighborhoods it tends to establish
which foods, music and public speak
ers "belong," and so on up the scale of
education and prestige until, with our
celebrities— not, of course, with Old
Money WASPs— gender and ethnicity
mean far less than to other Americans.
But what context does UOP pro
vide? Our students reach us, often,
from homogenous neighborhoodsand
schools. They need both support from
role models of their own background
and challenges from a kaleidoscope of
others. Yet in race, our student body is
unrepresentative and our faculty and
administration are ethnic scandals. We
have steadily lost those Afiro-Ameri
can deans and professors we once had.
When conscientious department heads Dr. Don Grubbs (second from left) and students of African-American history.
like Paul Hauben and HarveyWilliams
work to fillagaping Mexican-American are so few of our staff, not just faculty, tion: not simple problems, but ones we our population, and use those figures to
hole or to hire faculty of color, they people of color? Don't we all need to measure with an unemployment rate, establish how sexist and racist we are.
encounter the law of supply and de find out?
cost-of-living index, and, soon, with
And hardest of all, far into the fu
mand: e.g., in history during the latest
That question grows sharper all the racism and sexism ratios. Wedon'task ture we must ask whose interests our
year for which data are available, there time. We are all led to feel that racism people if they feel unemployed or nation's policies serve. As we clarify
were 488 new Ph. Ds to hire; eight of and sexism are promoted by a lunatic simply hate high prices. We measure. that, we may learn what difference it
them were African-American and fringe of Nazi skinheads, KKK idiots If we find that the UOP faculty is 100 makes to have a white man teaching,
thirteen were Hispanic. When we bid and macho loverboys. That certainly percent white and 20 percent female, or advertising or lending to,and employing
against other universities for these lets Wall Street and the Kiwanis Club whatever, we measure it against, first, or ruling darker people. In which roles
scholars, we find thatUOPjust doesn't off easily,doesn'tit? Suppose we view the sex and ethnic composition of is power used most exploitatively.
have the money. Why not? And why racism like unemployment and infla America's Ph. Ds, and, ultimately, of

Archania promotes diversity, not prejudice
r length and cljxity. By Douglas Vort and

olIowingThuncta

the Men of Archania
Hall, Stockton, Ca.
Guest Writers
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"A part of racism is lack of knowledge
about the histories of different cultures and
races" stated Pacifican editorial "Ignorance
Promotes Racism". And how true it is. Igno
rance can -and has become- the promoter of
such hatred.
I write this article not as an Archite —
though proud to be—and not as an adamant
supporter of civil rights—though that I am—
but as a person who has seen a wrong and
wishes to right it.

people do1101
taw enforce
best feeling"1
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, help them"

it did so not simply because it wished to em
body slaves, but because it wasn't satisfied
with the status quo. For this was the antebel
lum era; the age of growth and change. And
this is what Archania associates itself with,
and more.
The men of Archania display the Confed
erate flag today as a reminderof those virtues
for which Archania was founded, and any
interpretation along the lines of hatred or
supremacy are wrong and highly resented by
its members! The major symbol of Archania
is not the Confederate flag, but its own coat
of arms. This is displayed everywhere from
the entrance door to being a flag of its own.

Though times have changed, the purpose
of Archania has remained in tact: to have the
courage to stand for what she feels is right—
whether it be popular or frowned upon. "If
you could accept the past," said Warren in All
the Kings Men, "you might hope for the fu
ture, for only outof the pastcan you make the
future." The future will be the final judge of
our deeds, but sooner or later we must judge
ourselves. Therefore, today we must follow
our conscience.
This is not the first time the men of
Archania have attempted to fill the gaps of
knowledge, and if necessary, it won't be the
last. But we ask all of those who choose to

make Archania its adversary "to sit down at
the table of Brotherhood." An ancient Chi
nese proverb has told us that "a journey of a
thousand miles begins with a single step."
Let history show that the men of Archania
have taken that first step.
To address the question of current Black
membership in Archania, I tell you, Archania
holds the same truths to be self evident as the
American Creed: "That all men are created
equal." During any function at Archania,
men are judged not by the color of their skin,
but by thecontent of their character. Archania
honors personal distinction. For without
this, "Diversity" would be non-existent
"Within Unity"— the motto of Archania.

Diversity and discrimination present a call for action

by Officer Lopez andw
Lh his actions, wouldwi By John Carmichael
:d ancle. We hope^ Guest Writer
the students havener
I am writing to you as the President
of this artic

The 'wrong' was committed when a state
ment made by Archania's President Rob
Stewart, addressing the parallelism of the
antebellum south and the roots and beliefs of
Archania, was taken out of context and ex
tended to bigotry.
"When one writes of the antebellum
south," wrote William J. Cooper, an author
ity on the antebellum/antecedent era, "one
can choose between the fifteen slave states
and the eleven confederate states." The latter
was an affirmation of the southern politic, a
trait characterized by continuity and change.
As the south seceded from the Union and
began flyingits own flag—theConfederate—

of the Student Body, not as the guy
down thehall, the dude in your English
class or as a "concerned student." The
year is nearly half over and I think it's
important that rather than writing
theoretically as I have done in order to
promote things like Diversity '90, or
addressing the issue on some sort of
intellectual, cautious plane as those in
visiblepositions sometimes do, I should
give you some insight into my Presi
dential stance on diversity—morespe-

This is to mean discrimination to
wards any and all individualsor groups
based on their race, color, sexual orien
tation or religious beliefs. There are
groups in this country, such as the
National Association of Scholars,
whose purpose it is to bash the multi
cultural agenda set forth by many in
stitutions. Groups like the NAS say
that we need to restore "traditionally
American academic values" to the
college campus.
They say that so much of what we
are taught in higher education today we
could get from Time or Newsweek. They
say that we are all being taught politi-

occasionally called. Meaning that stu- that easy, but I'm just saying that the compromising the quality of those ap
dents are taught directly or indirectly to multi-cultural agenda and anti-dis- plicants. Guilt motivated tokenism is a
form the correct opinions about the criminatory policies should be at the slap in the face.
It is important for all of us,however,
environment, ethnic groups, gays, top of our lists when making hiring
abortion and on down thelist of today's decisions, or when deciding who is to (even Wally George and Jesse Helms)
"hottest" and most controversial top- be let into our sanctified and some- to get it through our heads that things
ics.
times exclusive social and professional
To some extent, I think that's true, circles.
But at Pacific, I don't think I have been
Naturally, there are complexities,
too terribly censored or influenced by Many qualified minority staff and facthe "politically correct." I think it's ulty can command higher pay. In our
important to remember the basics: Dis- current financial situation, money is a
crimination in any form is wrong. It is consideration. And I don't think anyin our best interest to not fear our one advocates hiring or accepting
differences, but to use them to anyone simply because of their differevervone's advantage.
ences. Weneedtofindaway toincrease

Mon - Fri • Dec 17th - 21st
4 pm • McCaffrey Center Lounge
Books make great holiday gifts!
Use your new-found cash for holiday shopping.

ALL GENERAL BOOKS
Hardcover or Paperback

(Not including textbooks)

ain't gonna be how they used to be.
Instead of fleeing from our pluralism,
America better face it and use it in her
favor. The University of the Pacific is
as good a place as any to begin facing
our differences.
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Derleth contemplates future of Soviet Polity
Professor offers insight to Gorbachev's actions
By Teresa Hernandez
Staff Writer

REPORT FROM OVERSEAS

Americans
intrigued by land
down under
company a British accent and the
harsh vowels that some Britons
carry.

ly Kristi Gerbel
3uest Writer
Ask anyone, "If you could go
anywhere in the world, where
would you want to go?" For many
people Australia would be high on
their list of choices. What is this
enchantment Americans have with
this continent? Australian native
animals, the language and the
carefree attitudes held by most
Aussies are what captivate and in
trigue so many American tourists.
Australians take great pride in
their indigenous animals. Many of
them can only be found in their
natural habitat there on the conti
nent. Their uniqueness and rarity
intrigue not only Americans, but
zoologists throughout the world.
The koala bear, kangaroo, platy
pus and emu are unique animals
common to nowhere else. Austra
lians capitalize on this fact and use
these animals extensively in the
promotion of their tourist industry
as well as in their national sym
bols.
Ironically, however, to many
Australians these animals repre
sent more of a nuisance than an
enchantment. To Australians, ko
ala bears are merely lazy creatures
who sleep and eat all day. Kanga
roos are a nuisance in many parts
of the land because they eat the
food growth upon which the cattle
graze and cause traffic hazards as
they dash across the roads and
highways. As a result, many kan
garoos are shot by cattle ranchers
or run over by travellers. As an
Australian joke goes: "What's the
difference between running over a
cat and running over a kangaroo?"
An Aussie will tell you that the tire
tracks of the car hitting the cat will
only go one way while the tire
tracks of the car hitting the kanga
roo will go both ways since the
driver will back up just to make
sure he hit the kangaroo!
The accent and the colloquial
isms of the Australian people are
unique. Their accent includes a
slight raising of the voice at the
end of each sentence which makes
their speach appear up-lifting and
light-hearted. This speech pattern
is more pleasing to the ear than an
English accent because it lacks the
"self-righteous" overtones that ac
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More captivating to many
Americans, however, are the ex
pressions developed and used by
Australians. The casual "g'day
mate" is the classic example. Why
Americans find this expression so
intriguing is unclear. Certainly if
one friend said to another as they
passed by,"hello friend" this would
communicate thesame messagebut
would not be so heart-tingling.
Contrary to belief, "throw another
shrimp on the barbie" isn't some
thing one would hear from the
mouth of a true Australian. Austra
lians refer to shrimp as prawns.
One might hear, however: "My
relies will be coming over for
Chrissie barbie." What? Your rela
tives will be over for the Christmas
barbecue? Barbecuing for Christ
mas dinner is a traditional manner
in which Australians celebrate the
holidays. After all, it is the middle
of summer during Christmas time
Down Under. Australians do have
the habit of chopping off words
with more than one syllable and
adding an "ie" to the end of it. To
many Americans this makes the
Australian lingo appear quaint and
endearing.
Americans envy the Australian
life-style. That laid-back attitude
and casual approach to life seems
appealing to any work-driven
American. Australians have no
whims about this life-style. Stores
close at five o'clock or five-thirty
at the end of a normal work day,
students receive three week holi
days over Easter (public- and gov
ernment-owned servicesalso close
down for Good Friday, Easter Sat
urday, Sunday and Monday) and
lastly the Australian work force
often receives six week yearly paid
vacations. No wonder Americans
are so envious! This casual attitude
is applied to many other aspects of
Australian life as well.
A casual attitude, a quaint man
ner of speaking and the inhabit
ancy of such unique animals on the
continent are what make a visit to
Australia appealing to so many
Americans. As can be seen, what
Americans find appealing about
Australia is not always the case for
its own people.

ASSE seeks volunteers
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Did you know that there are now
over 98 million Americans who vol
unteer their time and talent to non
profit organizations? Catch the spirit
of volunteering by joining ASSE Inter
national as an Area Representative.
We are a high school student ex
change organization looking for vol
unteers in this area to promote and
assist in administering our well-re
spected program. By interviewing

families interested in hosting and act
ing as a counselor for European and
North American teenagers, you will
meet some of the most interesting and
wonderful people in your life. In addi
tion, ASSE will provide training and
reimburse you for your expenses.
If you are energetic, positive and
love interacting with people of allages,
please call 1-800-333-3802 or Delia
O'Connor at 916-347-5775.

EDITORS: 5:00. ALE SPELLED BACKWARDS IS FLA.

economy was in "dire straits." Even
though Gorbachev has returned to the
idea of privateownership of property,it
has been less successful today than it
had been in previous years. Currently,
according to Derleth, the Soviet Union
is facing a declining growth rate at
about negative 3 percent and inflation
is also on the rise from 0 to 15 percent.
These problemsare accompanied along
with what Derleth called "a rapid de-

Dr. James Derleth, professor of
political science at the University of
the Pacific, spoke at last week's"World
on Wednesday" about "Gorbachev and
the Future of Soviet Polity." As an
introduction to the topic, Derleth dis
cussed theSoviet situation which led to
its current changes, its present situation
and the future of its society.
He began his presentation by ex
plaining what is meant by polity. Polity
means the overall effects of the eco
nomic, social and political elements
that encompass the entire Soviet Union.
In order to give the audience a good
understandingof thepresentconditions
in theSovietUnion today,Derleth gave
a brief background of what the Soviet
Union was like decades before terioration of living standards." Meat,
Gorbachev took power in 1985. He tobacco, sugar and soap are all being
described the conditions at that time as rationed in the Soviet Union. Derleth
being "socially, economically and po said that a single family may only get
litically stagnant."
one bar of soap for the whole month.
Socially, the society moved very He added that the food lines are even
slowly. Derleth said that the people longer now than they had been in pre
were indifferent because they did not vious years.
believe in the ideology that they were
Even with Gorbachev's attempts to
headed toward a glorious future. The allow Soviets a chance to make money
people couldn't relate to the ideology through private ownership of property,
because it simply had no relevance or his efforts have failed because the So
effect on their lives.
viet people are more concerned in eat
Economically speaking, Soviet ing than in free enterprise. Derleth
conditions wereconsidered by Derleth explained that they would rather see
as being better then than they are today. more "wage leveling, job guarantees
There were no widespread shortages of and cheap consumer goods."
food or any other basic goods like there
Socially, the people are still indif
are today in the Soviet Union.
ferent. Maybe even more so than in
The basis of their economy was an previous yearsas well, suggests Derleth.
essentially planned economy. This Society has become fragmented with
meant that every sector of the economy its 400 or so political parties and 140
was controlled by the state. Derleth's different nationalities. Derleth said
example was the production of an that because of these changes there is
aluminum can. In order for a can to be no unification. There's no single ide
manufactured, the state had to plan for ology for the people to follow.
For example, of the 15 republics in
the extraction of the ore, its transport to
the Soviet Union, five have declared
a factory, its fabrication and so on.
Even though the state planned out outright independenceand the other 10
everything, it relied heavily on the co have issued decrees stating that their
operation of the people to carry out its laws take precedence over the laws of
plans. According to Derleth, this kind Moscow. Essentially, Derleth said,
of economy could create problems. If "They are taking sovereignty into their
one part of the system broke down own hands."
Politically, Gorbachev has made
somewhere, the restof the system would
numerous attempts to shift power away
fail.
Socially, the Soviet Union was led from the communist party over to a
by the communist party. Party control new state apparatus, but none have
was prevalent in every aspect of soci really been effective for Gorbachev
ety. It was even written in Article 6 of and the Soviet people.
So where are they headed politically,
the Soviet constitution stating: "The
communist party is the leading and socially and economically? Derleth
guiding force in all of Soviet society." suggested four possible avenues that
If anyonechallenged theparty, he would the Soviet Union can direct itself, but
be imprisoned perhaps or even sent to none without their own problems at
tached.
a mental hospital.
First of all, Derleth envisions a
Today, however, through the rule of
Mikhail Gorbachev, major reforms have possibledevelopmentof a western style
been made to changesomeof theaspects democracy. But without a tradition of
of Soviet society. Gorbachev sought to democracy, he said that it would be
change the Soviet Union socially, very difficult for them to build up that
economically and politically, but only kindof government. The Soviets would
have to have consensus, rale of law,
on the margins.
Economically, Derleth said that the moderation and compromises. "Those

"Those are all dirty words in the Soviet
Union... they don't know what to do
with their power."
— Dr. James Derleth
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Patricia Liddle

Patricia Liddle has been named
director of the office of international
programs at the University of the Pa
cific, replacing Helena Behrens, who
has moved to Germany.

of international programs forChildren's
Hospital in Columbus, Ohio. She has
also served as staff assistant for the
Office of International Affairs and co
ordinator of Academic Programs
Abroad at Ohio State University.
Liddle received her bachelor's de
gree from Westminster College in New
Wilmington, Pa., and her graduate de
gree from the Montessori Teacher
Training Program in Ithica, N.Y. She
has lived in Singapore, Indonesia and
the Netherlands.
As director of UOP's Office of In
ternational Programs, Liddle will ar
range for students to study abroad
through 180 academic programs, screen
new programs for their academic
quality, supervise faculty exchange
programs and manage the "World On
Wednesday" weekly lecture series.

Liddle was previously coordinator
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one Derleth perceives as being more
likely, is the development of an au
thoritarian regime. Derleth says that
the people don't like .weak govern
ments. "When there was a strong re
gime, there was food on the table," said
Derleth. "Now when there's freedom,
there's none."
Yet again, Derleth explained that
there is still the threat of not having a
unifying ideology. The use of force
may have to be used in order to get the
people to support this kind of govern
ment, suggested Derleth. And possibly,
foreign intervention may be needed to
keep things together.
Derleth concluded by saying, "Un
til some consensus is achieved, the
Political Science Professor system will move from one crisis to
another." He didn't offer any sugges
tions as to how we can help the Soviet
would probably not be willing to give Union, but he did mention that
up their power for the sake of democ Czechoslovak President Vaclav Havel
racy.
suggested that we, the United States,
Another possibility that the Soviet must aim to keep Gorbachev in power.
Union may be leaning towards is what How wedo that was a question Derleth
Derleth called a "limited democracy." left open to his audience.
There would be a strong central figure
Dr. Derleth specializes in the area
to help unify the people, with the ele of Soviet foreign policy, U.S. Foreign
ments of the communist party. Yet, policy and international security. His
according to Derleth, the people are particular interests lie in the govern
tired of a central figure so this type of ment and politicsofEastem and Western
government may not work either.
Europe, particularly Soviet govern
Anarchy is yet another possibility ment.
that may be in the SovietUnion's future.
He double majored in history and
Derleth can see the possible formation political science at the University of
of semi-private armies, the deteriora Wisconsin, received his master's at
tion of a social structure and an in American University in Washington,
crease in the crime rate.
D.C. and his Ph.D. in government and
Lastly, another possibility that the politics at the University of Maryland.
Soviet Union could be headed for, and He also studied in the Soviet Union.

are all dirty wordsin theSovietUnion,"
said Derleth. "They don't know what
to do with their power."
Derleth also sees thata trend toward
nationalism would also have its prob
lems. Without a unifying ideology the
people could never come to be repre
sented fully by their .leaders because
they would all have different views on
what the future should hold for them.
Also, the existing small political groups

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
425 Van Buren Street, Monterey, California 93940
(408)647-41 15
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Nobody rents or sells more formalwear than Gingiss. That's because we
only stock the most current fashions, plus
important gear like formal shirts, bow ties,
studs, and even shoes.
Visit the number one choice of
indoorsmen in-the-know.

gingiss formalwear
Weberstown Mall 951-7587
Ask About Our 10% Student V.I.P. Discount Program
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Marconi lives for nature

Skiing? Snow problem

By Michaela Rideout
Guest Writer

ate skier includes ticket and rental for 45 p
sorts are accessible for Pacific students,
percent is for advanced. Squaw aver
By Misdee Bray
Kirkwood is the closest and has more $55.
ages
about 40 feet of snow per year.
The mountain has 65 trails with 10
Guest Writer
advance runs than any of the other
With anew snow-making system,skiers
chair lifts, 1 surface lift,4 triple chairs
can be guaranteed that each morning
With temperatures sky-rocketing up resorts.
Kirkwood mountain is located off and 6 double chairs.
to 85 degrees in November, who can
This winter, a crew of Pacific stu the slopes will be groomed to perfec
Highway 88, 30 miles south of Lake
tion. "Our brand new system has 80
even think about going skiing? Water
dents is heading up to another resort to
Tahoe. SeventypercentofKirkwood's
acres of snow-making capacity," said
skiing you ask? Well, let's go! But I m
work over winter break and ski for free.
skiing days are sunny and the season
talking about snow skiing. Believeitor
"We're all looking forward to a really Miller.
lasts from mid-November through May.
There is a new resortbeing built this
not, it is just around the corner. It is
Kirkwood has excellent terrain for all great time," said junior T.D. Hopkins. year at Squaw called The Resort at
already time to start hauling out those
will be working at
kinds of skiers, with 15 percent for NoS'^thTt'tot 12 other UOP Squaw Creek. "This year is a pivotal
stored away boards and poles because
beginners, 50 percent for intermediate
students They will be working as yearforus,"saysSquawValleyFounder
opening day is coming.
ticket punchers,lift operators, parking and Chairman of the Board, Alexander
lot attendants and ski instructors.
Cushing. 'This year we make the
Northstar will provide them with em- transformation from a day ski area toa
ployee housing for a very low price,
year-round destination resort.
DonnaGuibault, spokeswoman for
Although only a few have been
Northstar said, "This winterNorthstar named, with ski season coming, you
is expecting a good snowfall." Northstar had better start budgeting your money
has nine chair lifts, 49 trails and 17 because the cost of tickets is steadily
acres of skiing.
increasing. It is time to get out there
Sophomore Jennifer Parks of and tear up those slopes.
Lafayette, Calif., grew up skiing the
mountains of Northern California and
prefers adifferentskiresort. "I'd much
rather ski in Alpine Meadows or Squaw
Valley. I really enjoy their terrain and
trails better. It seems to me that there is
more of a challenge in skiing a moun
tain like Squaw."
Squaw Valley has a reputation for
Skiing offers winter fun.
Olympic-caliber ski racing and steep
According to the employees of the and 35 percent for the more advanced challenging runs that have tested the
skills of some of the best skiers in the
ski resort Squaw Valley, the resort skier. Its average snowfall is 35 feet.
world. It is the place where top skiers
When
speaking
with
Elaine
opened on Nov. 15 with several other
defy themselves on the powdered slopes
Leonardi,
a
spokeswoman
for
Northern California ski resorts fol
and moguls. It is also the mountain
Kirkwood,
says
that
although
lowing closely behind. Whether you
where film director, Warren Miller, is
Kirkwood
does
not
have
access
to
snowski on weekends or are planning a long
trip to the mountains, UOP's location is making capabilities, it usually receives known for filming mostof hisski films,
perfect. UOP students are very fortu more snow thanother resorts because it showing daring movements for all
nate to have so many nearby resorts to islocatedatahigheraltitude. Kirkwood kinds.
Squaw Valley public relations rep
choose from. Located only a few hours is at 9,800 feet with a base elevation of
away in the Lake Tahoe area are 7,800feet. "[We've] doneconsiderably resentative Brett Miller said that skiers
Kirkwood, Northstar-at-Tahoe, Alpine well, even with the drought," said of alllevels will like Squaw. "Thereare
areas that are very dramatic," Miller
Meadows, Squaw Valley, Incline Vil Leonardi.
Kirkwood has excellent facilities said. Squaw Valley isalso described as
lage and Heavenly Valley. These resorts
have opportunities for beginners as well and resort services. It offers ski rentals being the perfect spot for thebeginning
as for advanced skiers. Most of the and demonstration equipment. It also skier with its gentle meadows at 6,200
resorts offer lessons for a first-time has special ski lesson packages. For a feet and a cable car that can take you up
single lesson that lasts approximately to the "High Camp" at an elevation of
visitor.
UOP Senior, Tun Candy, says, "My one hour, the cost is $20. Fqr the be 8,200 feet.
Squaw Valley has8300acres of ski
favorite place for skiing near UOP ginning skier, a full-day group lesson,
terrain,4,OOOofwhich
isliftserved. 25
would definitely be Kirkwood." Candy including rental and ticket, is only $40.
percent
of
the
slopes
are
for beginners,
feels that even though most of the re- The "skier special" for the intermedi-

Catherine Marconi, a University of
the Pacific instructor, brings her love
for California's rich farmland into her
classroom. As a teacher of literature
and creative writing, Marconi adds a
touch of her unique personal life into
each class she teaches.
Marconi is currently working on a
project with her mother, brother and
the California State Fish and Game.
Their hopes are to help preserve wildhfe and agricultural land. Marconi s WRmm
mother, Alberta Lewellen, and her Catherine Marconi
family donated 10,000 acres of their
Linden farmland to theCaliforniaFish that she has written. Her book, entitly
andGame, thus allowing Fish and Game Hand Span of Red Earth , will
the right to use the land for wildlife available inApril 1991. Herpurpose
writing the book is "to bring publi
conservation.
Marconi has been able to incorpo awareness to agriculture and the ney
rate her interest in poetry and literature for the crossover of literature and agri §
with her farming background in an culture." Marconi views the Univet
anthology of American farm poetry (See MARCONI, back page)
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Health clubs want to pump you up
By Bob Long
Staff Writer
Thousands of people nationwide
are joining health clubs because of
doctors orders or simply to stay in
shape. Which clubs are the best?
Which offer special deals to students?
Which clubs have the equipment and
training facilities to meet your needs?
St. Joseph's Fitness Center on PacificAvenuecatersprimarilytopeople
over 50 years old, but Paul Vosti,
clinical coordinator of St. Joseph's,
said that thethe center has work-out
programs for all ages. It offers a
special assessment when you enroll
in the program. According to Vosti,
the assessment allows the center to
cater a program to fit your needs.
Whether it is weight loss, body toning,
a therapeutic class, back strengthen
ing or to quit smoking, St. Joseph's
can help.
"People are really friendly here,"
said Thomas Ness, who has belonged
to St. Joseph's and other clubs.
Other features that St. Joseph's
offers are physical therapists, weight
trainers, sports medicine majors and
other trained help. There is always a
monitor in the room in case someone
needs assistance.
Furthermore, St. Joseph's has
modern equipment. Treadmills,
stairmaster, rowing machines,
norditrack skiers, hydro- fitmachines,
universal equipment and free weights
are all available.
"It is a non-intimidating atmo
sphere, which is not true at other
clubs," said Vosti who believs this is
a major advantage.
St. Joseph's Fitness Center also
offers student rates. The regular price
is $35 per month. The student rate is
$29 per month and can be less expen
sive depending on the length of your
membership.
Quail Lakes Athletic Club caters
to younger fitness-oriented people. It
offers aspecial consultation when you
enter the club. This allows the club to
develop a program best suited to your
needs, similar to St. Joseph's, but not

as in-depth.
It also has modem equipment in
cluding the stairmaster, rowing ma
chines, life cycle, turbo bike, moun
tain climber, treadmills, windmill,
cam-II, nautilus and free weights.
Additionally, Quail Lakes Athletic

sauna, pool, steam rooms, basketball,
indoor/outdoor tennis, racquetball, a
gymnasium and tanning beds. Addi
tionally, it has a masseuse, weight
trainers and other instructors. Itwill
establish a weight training program
for free, but racquetball and tennis
lessons have set rates.
"I really like the aerobics classes,
stairmasters and bicycles at Westlane,"
said Ali Kuhl who has been a member
since September.
To join West Lane Racquet Club,
the initial fee is $25. Every month
after is $35. If you want to play
racquetball and tennis,it will cost $55
per month with the same initiation
fee.
World Gym also offers hi-tech
equipment. It has plans for weight
gain and loss, weight training, ton
ing, finning, bodybuilding, life cycles,
nautilus machines, free weights and
tanning beds. It has weight trainers
available continually throughout the
day. The fitness instructors will es
tablish a program for your needs and
depending on your goals. World Gym
also offers a snack bar, with health
food, drinks and other products. It has
students rates: $90 initially, then
$29.50 per month or $249 for nine
months.
Depending on your needs, each
club can establish a program catering
to you. It is your choice whether or
not you need the extra benefits of the
larger clubs.

Senior, Mike Dohren working
out.
Club offers a full-sized basketball
court, racquetball courts, aerobic
classes, jacuzzi, sauna, steam room,
sun tan room, pool, child care, a
masseuse, restaurant and bar. It also
has classes in racquetball and weight
training.
'The size and cleanliness is what
makes Quail Lakes stand out," said
Doug Echelberger, front desk man
ager at Quail Lakes.
The Quail Lakes Athletic Club has
student rates available, but it doesn't
make them available until your con
sultation.
The Stockton Athletic Club, which
is the Westlane Racquet Club and the | Appointment
Marina Yacht Club combined, offers
Only
[i
a great variety of equipment and ser
vices and it caters topeople aged 18 to I
Evening
45. They have state-of-the-art equip- i ^Appointments
Available
ment including lifecycles, stair-mas
ters, treadmill, nautilus, free weights,
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Serving The Middle East Students And The
Muslim Communities Of Stockton

HALAL MEATS
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BEEF PATTIES

LAMB (Local & N.Z.)
TURKEY
SALAMI
GROUND BEEF

We Carry Varieties of Basmati Rice, Herbs &
Spices and Other Food Products.
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TIGER'S YOGURT
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306 E. Main — Green House Mall, Downtown
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(Near Pharmacy School)
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Santas are keeping busy this season at the Mall at Weberstown and at the Sherwood Mall. For a mere $5 you can have your picture taken with the jolly man in the red suit.
Santa reminded adults and children to "be good, for goodness sakes." One of the most popular requests made by children is Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle accessories and Bart
Simpson dolls.

Bottom drawer is top shelf Bay area music awards
Freshman actors revitalize Drama department

hadn' t heard about Fortunately, there
By Miriam Watson
was nothing wrong at all. The set,
Entertainment Editor
costumes and almost all individual
Editor's note: The department of performances were very good.
drama and dance will continue with
Doug Haverty, who wrote Hello,
three more performances of "Hello, This is the Bottom Drawer, gradu
This is the Bottom Drawer," tonight ated from University of the Pacific in
through Saturday at the DeMarcus 1973 and received a bachelor of arts
Brown Studio Theatre located in the in drama and Journalism. He has also
drama department. Curtain is at 8 written many other plays including
p.m. Tickets are $4 forUOP students, In My Mind's Eye, which was pre
senior citizens and UOP staff. Gen sented by the department of drama
eral admission is $8.
and dance last spring. His latest play,
From the small turnout at the Roleplay, opened at the Group Rep-

Shari Trout rehearses for Hello, This Is the Bottom Drawer.
DeMarcus Brown theatre last Friday
night for the department of drama
and dance opening performance of
Hello, This is the Bottom Drawer, I
wondered if there was something I

ertory Theatre in LosAngeles m April
1989 and ran for five months, be
coming the theater's longest running
and highest grossing production.
The play takes place in the mid-

Executive Producer Dennis Erokan
and the newly established Bay Area
1970s on the West Coast, near a ma
Music Awards Foundation announced
jor college campus. "The Bottom
the nominees for the Fourteenth An
Drawer" is the name of a house that
nual Bay Area Music Awards
all seven characters share. The first
(BAMMIES 14). Tickets are now on
act establishes each of the main
sale for the gala awards show, which
characters.
will take place on Saturday evening,
Harriet, played by freshman Shari
March 2,starting at 7:30p.m at the San
Trout, is a business student and a
Francisco Civic Auditorium, 99 Grove
friend of Bradley, played by junior
Street (between Polk and Larkin) in
Alan Urdan. Bradley convinces Shari
San Francisco. The BAMMIES 14
to move into "The Botttom Drawer."
nominations solidly reconfirm the Bay
The two aspiring entrepreneurs se
Area's longtime role of contributing a
cretly start a fan club for their house
wealth of talent to the national music
mate Eric (played by freshman Matt
charts.
Neuenburg) who is getting ready for
Leading the BAMMIE balloting is
the Olympic tryouts.
Faith No More, recently named Artist
Melody, played by junior Lisa
of the Year in a Spin magazine cover
Loduca, and Randy, played by fresh
story, with seven nominations. Faith
man Clint Fleener, are a young mar
No More is followed by Red-Hot
ried couple who claim that their
Rappersand Digital Underground, with
marriage will last much longer than
five nominations. This year also rec
others marriages simply because they
ognizes the inclusion of two new Bay
never have time to argue. Jody, played
Area residents, Tracy Chapman,
by freshman Elizabeth Tallcott, is a
graduate student who has recently
been divorced and has taken up belly
dancing. Rhella, played by freshman
Patricia Moreno, is a waitress at Sears
and a part-time student who is ob
sessed with a guy named Kermit.
The second act shifts from a light
hearted comedy about the every day
lives of the seven housemates to a
serious drama when one of the
housemates developes a life-threat
ening disease. All of the actors
worked well together. Haverty's
characters each had their own way of
expressing their emotions. In par
ticular, Shari Trout's sincere and
warm performance made such a se
rious matter extremely believable and
touching.
It was particularly nice to see some
new faces on stagein this UOP produc
tion. Five of the seven principle actors
are freshmen. Assuming these actors
continue to participate in the drama
department, the UOP community has
several years of good acting in the
productions to come. If you didn't get
a chance to see the production last
weekend, I would highly suggest mak
ing a point of seeing it this weekend.
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nominated for two awards, and Robert
Cray, who along with M.C. Hammer
and newcomer En Vogue, was named
in four categories. Other multiple cat
egory nominees include Neil Young

WHAT: BAMMIES 14
WHEN: March 2, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: SF Civic
Auditorium
HOW MUCH: $30 and up
and Primus with three each and San tana,
Voice Farm, Merle Saunders, Katie
Webster and Don Cherry, each with
nominations in two categories.
The Bay Area Music Awards is
presented in recognition of the year's
outstanding musical achievements.
Since its inception, theBAMMIES have
also served as an occasion for a glitter
ing, star-studded party and a unique
opportunity for fans and industry
members alike to gather in celebration

of the area's abundance of musical
riches. Last year's show included per
formances and appearances on stage
by Carlos San tana, Bonnie Raitt, John
Lee Hooker, Neil Young, Todd
Rundgren, John Fogerty, Robert Cray,
M.C. Hammer, Margot Kidder and
Clarence Clemons, among many oth
ers.
Nominees are solicited from a panel
of more than 150 music critics, radio
programmers and music industry
members and are then voted on by the
public through ballots appearing in
BAM Magazine beginning Dec. 14.
Tickets are $30 (balcony), $60
(dress circle) and $100 (main flow).
Included with the purchase of a $100
ticket is admission to the post-show
VIPCast Party, held at a separate loca
tion. Tickets are now on sale at all
BASS/TM tickets locations, including
Wherehouse, Tower and Weinstock
stores, or can be charged by phone by
calling 466-BASS.
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Tiger Tracks

actly what we did."
Katy Eldridge led the team that
evening with 14 kills and two assists,
while Krissy Fifer and Sharon Kasser
helped strengthen the victory with 11
and 14 kills respectively. Melanie
Beckenhauer also had a great game
with 42 assists and three kills. The
Tigers outblocked UCSB 11-7. "We
killed them (UCSB),"saidseniorDevin
Scruggs. "We were nervous to start.
Then we settled down to overpower
them."
The next match was Saturday night
and the competition intensifiedas UOP
faced Long Beach State, the defending
national champions and the only team
that defeated UOP on the road. Fifer
had another impressive evening with
22 kills, and senior captain, Cathey
Scotlan, was close behind with 17.
Eldridge once again had 14 kills, and
Kasser broke thedouble digits with 12.
Scruggs described Kasser's playing as
great for the weekend. "Sharon came
through for us in a lot of pressure
situations."
The Tigers once again outblocked
its opposition 16-10 but were not able
to delivera three-game sweep this time.
Long Beach struggled hard to come
back in the third game from a 14-11
deficit to claim the victory 16-14. The
Tigers then retaliated in the fourth
game as Eldridge served six consecu
tive points turning its 7-6 lead intoa 136 advantage. TheTigers finally claimed
thematch 15-6. Beckenhauer,Eldridge,
Fifer and Scotlan were named tothe All
Regional Team.
Scruggs described the wins as the

Asst. Sports Editor

Volleyball vs. Nebraska at NCAA Final Four

TBA

Friday, December 14

Women's Basketball vs. Wichita State

7:30 p.m.

Saturday, December 15

Women's Basketball vs. Univ. of SF
5 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Univ. of SF
7:30 p.m.
Volleyball at NCAA Finals (College Park, MD)
TBA
Saturday, December 22

Men's Basketball vs. Texas Christian

7:30 p.m.

Thursday, December 27

Men's Basketball vs. Loyola-Marymount.. 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 29

Men's Basketball vs. UNLV

8 p.m.

Monday, December 31

Women's Basketball vs. Portland State

2 p.m.

(home games are in bold)

COLLEGE BOWLS
Saturday, Dec. 15
INDEPENDENCE BOWL at Shreveport, La
Louisiana Tech vs. Maryland
ALOHA BOWL at Honolulu
Syracuse vs. Arizona

Thursday Dec. 27
LIBERTY BOWL at Memphis, Tenn. Air Force vs. Ohio State

Friday, Dec. 28
ALL-AMERICAN BOWL at Birmingham, Ala.
North Carolina State vs. Southern Mississippi
BLOCKBUSTER BOWL at Miami
Penn State vs. Florida State

Saturday, Dec. 29
PEACH BOWL at Atlanta
FREEDOM BOWL at Anaheim
HOLIDAY BOWL at San Diego

Indiana vs. Auburn
Oregon vs. Colorado State
BYU vs. Texas A&M

Monday, Dec. 31
JOHN HANCOCK BOWL at EL Paso, Texas
Southern California vs. Michigan State
COPPER BOWL at Tucson, Ariz.
California vs. Wyoming

Tuesday, Jan. 1
GATOR BOWL at Jacksonville, Ha Michigan vs. Mississippi
HALL OF FAME BOWL at Tampa, Fla. demson vs. Illinois
CITRUS BOWL at Orlando, Ha Georgia Tech vs. Nebraska
COTTON BOWL at Dallas
Texas vs. Miami, Fla.
FIESTA BOWL at Tempe, Ariz.
Louisville vs. Alabama
ROSE BOWL at Pasadena
Washington vs. Iowa
ORANGE BOWL at Miami
Colorado vs. Notre Dame
SUGAR BOWL at New Orleans
Virginia vs. Tennessee

The UOP volleyball team returned
from the Northwest Regional finals
with victoriesagainst UC Santa Barbara
(UCSB), 15-8, 15-9, 15-5 and Long
Beach State, 15-8,16-14,14-16,15-6.
For the first time since its champi
onship season in 1986, Pacific volley
ball is headed for the NCAA final four
as it plays the University of Nebraskaat
College Parte, MD, tonight. Getting to
the final four was not an easy task.
UOP had to defeat the UCSB Gauchos
as well as the team which eliminated it
from last year's tournament, the de
fending nationalchampion Long Beach
State 49ers. The Tigers and the 49ers
split their season series with each team
sweeping the other on its homecourt.
The Tigers will not be alone in its
quest toregain thenational crown. The
team will be followed by a caravan of
supporters, including over half the
team's parents and a few brothers and
sisters. It will be new experience for
the all theplayersexceptCathey Scotlan
whoredshirted in 1986 and was able to
watch UOP become national champi
ons.
Assistant Coach, Jayne McHugh,
described the past weekend as inspira
tional. "We played thegames with a lot
of intelligence and heart." The com
petition began Friday evening when
the ladiesswept UCSB in three games.
"There were no surprises because all
the teams have already played each
other," said Mc Hugh. "We had to
really execute (to win) and that's ex

BASKF.TRAI I • The first ever

I

RACOUFTRU , The fall rac

quetball tournament was held at Quail
Lakes Athletic Club last Friday. In all,
18 people participated. In the women's
division, graduate student, Berta
Ramos, finished in first defeating Kari
McCaslin for the championship. Lori
Capps won the consolation bracket.
Incidentally, Ramosis also the racquetball instructor this fall. She knows what
she is teaching. The men's division was
won by Ari Kaufman. This was
Kaufman's (freshman from Costa Rica)
second racquetsportchampionship this
fall. Healso won the tennis tournament
in September. Taking second was
Randall Hauser while Gilbert Lee won
the consolation bracket.

Good Luck to
the UOP
volleyball team.
Bring home the
championship.
-The Pacifican

Christmas tournament was held Satur
day. Although only five teams partici
pated, the spirit of competition was
there in full force. The day began with
Phi Delta Theta getting trounced by
Mad Bombers 56-33. The Fafuna
Grinders beat SAE49-33 in the second
game. The Mad Bombers then left The
Fools in the dust by a score of 73-42.
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By Abby Gardner
Staff Writer

Tisha Lee started playing tennis when
she was four. "It was a tennis racq ,M,but
it was cut off- a hall tennis racquet."
Because she was only four, her whole
family, except for her, had tennis lessons
on theirtennis court "Iwouldwaitforthe
coach to finish his lessons for the day,"
says Lee,"and then he would always give
meafewtips. Iwould hiton thehouseand
wait for him to finish." This went on for
a few years, and when she waseight, she
started official tennis lessons. "He finally
took me in—my head was over the net at
that time!"
Lee,ajunior from Burlingame,Calif.,
is a member of the women's tennis team
at UOP. Not only has she been playing
tennis forever, but she has skied almost
justaslong I'mnotasgood,"saysIxe,
but sometimes I enjoy it more than
tennis. But skiing is not a very profitable
^port-meaning as in college you can't
do it all year long. Tennis is kind of a

.

I ne consolauon bracket hadPhi Delta
Theta defeating SAE, but due to the

nature of the schedule it had to play
ack to back and losttoT/ie Fools in a
close consolation final 39-46. The
championship game featured The Mad
Bombers versus Fafuna Grinders. Al
though the Mad Bombers (UOP foot
ball team members) were physically

Tisha Lee

lifetime spat"
Even though she has been playing
tennis for so long, she still enjoys if h£
doesadmittogeUing"tennisbumout"her
junior year in high school. "I think I
started too young. I didn'twant to play on

,

jesperivdybourns.

Ties

Veteran Cathey Scotlan leads Tigers to final four.

highlights of the year. "Everyone had
great games and that's what you have
to do to win."
"Weareready!"said McHugh. "The
girls are taking care of business at
school, and we are real focused and
know what to do. It is great to have the
school and community behind us."
It's a good thing that Pacific is

nd gn"* v
itsoffens*

wants. "Then during the spring, we're
alwayson theroad. Butthatfall semester,
Igettodowhateverlwanfsoldon'tthink
I miss out now in college."
"I don't think I could haveasked fora
better team to be introduced to my
freshman year in college," says Lee. "We
all get along well. We kind of have to.
During the spring, there is no way of
avoidingiL Wearewitheachotherallthe
time. We've been pretty lucky."
Lee is also a member of KappaAlpha
Theta sorority and an officer. Her typical
day, according to Lee is "I eat a lot of
breakfast Then I go to class. Ieatalotof
lunch. Ihavetennis from 3-5:15p.m.,and
then I havea lot of dinner. Twice a week
I have weight training from 6:30 to7:30.
When I don t have that I have another
kind of meeting for Theta. I get down to
study about 8 o'clock."
Does Lee, an accounting major, have
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ready for llie Final Four and ilsseni
final match with Nebraska becausethe
Cornhuskers are also looking for revenge, having lost t o Pacific earlier ii
the year. The other semi-final feature
the UCLA Bruins against the LSI
Tigers. The finals are scheduled fo
Saturday.

I

A study released by two University;
of the Pacific professors suggests thai
racial discrimination in professional;
sports has virtually been eliminated!)
John Phillips, sociology, and Johi
Boelter, physical education, presents
their findings at the Pacific Sociologi
cal Association meeting in Spokane
WA. The study, "The End of Racia
Discrimination in Sport?," conclude;
that discrimination is disappearing ii
professional baseball and football and
has been totally eradicated in pro bas
ketball.
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introduction of their study.
The Phillips-Boelter study focuset
on two discrimination factors: mar
ginality and centrality. In baseball, fc
example, batting figures from 198
were compared with similar figure
from 1969. Results indicated that Ii*
percentage of marginal (weak) black
and Latin American players is now
(See DISCRIMINATION, page 1D (fcJ

The Fraternity of

"Rocka Jama Kega //

(See INTRAMURALS, paqe 12)

Presents

AMONTILLADO
Band

TODAY Thursday Dec 13th
ONLY at Stockton Rocks

SNOW BOARDS
SKATE BOARDS
NUMBER ONE IN SALES
AND SERVICE

SEE US FIRST OR SEE US LAST'

473-2556

TGIF COUNTDOWN PARTY
9-9:30PM
9:31-10PM
10:01-10:30PM
10:31 to close
*r TAD t>

4 for the price of 1 well drinks

3 for the price of 1 well drinks
2 for the price of 1 well drinks
SI.50 Long Island ice Teas

Burger Madness Daily

^•Itifc -.r-

—

Well drinks include:

• Vodka & O.J.
• Rum & Coke
• Gin & Tonic
• and More!

§gf^

Must Be 21 after 9 pm

3221 W. HAMMER LANE, NEAR 1-5 STOCKTON

4555 N. Pershing Ave. #20

952-3474
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The study reverses findings pub-1
fished in 1984 by Phillips which indi
cated that discrimination was bad an ave
- getting worse.

"M0St 0f

weekends. I could never go out Icouldn't
of time,
time, just like
likeevmbodv
everybody eltt,"
else.
go to slumber parties. I was just getting
Lee
has
no
problem
beingina
sorority
sickofit." Lee'satlitudechanged quickly
and playing tennis. "There's a lot I can't
as she decided she wanted to"play more
do, but only during the spring. They are
for myself. I was playing because I
very lenient on me. They know my
wanted fo play."
priorities are academics, tennis and then
Lee has found that college tennis is sorority."
^ favorite kind of tennis. "I don't feel
After she graduates, Lee would like to
there is as much pressure. You'replaying
be
a
CPA. As for tennis, she wants to
more as a team." She adds thatduring the
fall she hasevery weekend todo what she continue it "socially." For now, she is
content playing her heart out for UOP

r
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Discrimination
Tennis notTishas Lee's only racquet ending in pro
sports

Instructor wins racquetball tournament
By Rich Can-
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DAY IN THE LIFE OF THE UOP ATHLETE

Intramural season comes to an end
Staff Writer
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Tigers roar for NCAA title
By Laurie Liebmann

Thursday, December 13
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Wsketball lacks consistency Changes occur in sports department

By Everett Russell
Staff Writer
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The Tiger basketball team lost one
and won one this weekend to finish
third in thefour-team Pizza HutClassic
atSouthwest Missouri State University
in Springfield, MO.
The Tigers suffered a 62-48 loss in
the tournament opener to North Caro
lina A & T. The game saw the Tigers
play one of its worst offensive first
halfs this season. The team shot 18
percent (6 for 33) and scored only 15
points in the first half, both lows for the
season. UOP ended the game by
shooting only 27 percent.
However, the first half was not a
total loss for the Tigers, as its defense
held North Carolina A&T to just 25
points to keep the Tigers in the game.
In the second half, Tiger miscues al
lowed the Aggies to stretch its lead and
hold on for the victory.
The Tigers wereled by Dell Demps
and Don Lyttle with 14 and 10 points
respectively. Lyttle also had 17 rebounds.
The second game saw the Tigers
break out of its offensive slump as it
exploded for 106 points in a 106-781
victory over Prairie View A&M.
The Tigers, now 2-4, were a com
pletely different team than the one that
showed up the night before. UOP shot
63 percent (22 for 35) in the first half
and finished the game at 57 percent
(43 for 79) overall.
UOP was again led by Demps, as
the junior guard scored 24 points and
hadeightassists. JuniorforwardRandy
Lavender had 16pointsand lOrebounds
off the bench and freshman Walsh

By Bob Long
Staff Writer

_
^
°eH Demps shows his scoring ability during a recent game
Jordan scored 12.
"Offensively we were much more
aggressive," said head coach Bob
Thomason. "Dell Demps was pen
etrating and taking shots. Don Lyttle
was getting the ball and taking shots,
and Anthony Woods was penetrating
and making things happen."
Lyttle dominated the game with 12
points, 11 reboundsand seven blocked
shots. Lyttle's 28 rebounds in the two
games was two shy of the tournament
record and earned him a spot on theAllTournament team.
Demps, who averaged 19 points in
the tournament, was also named to the
All-Tournament team.

The Tigers got off to a slow start as
they trailed 17-12 with six minutes
gone in the first half. UOP finally
turned it on in a 10-0 ran that gave it a
22-17 lead. The run began with a 3pointer by Demps. Lavender then de
livered a dunk to tie the game and hit a
jumper to give the Tigers the lead that
it would never relinquish. Jordan fin
ished the run with a 3-pointer.
"Lavender had a great game," said
Thomason. "He played like I knew he
would all along."
UOP continued to pour it on for the
rest of the half as it went into the locker
room at halftime with a 53-32 lead.
(See BASKETBALL, back page)

Tiger Den
<-*

Baseball- The Stockton Ports re
cently had a change of ownership.
Walt Winkleman purchased the team
and made preliminary plans to have
the 1990 California League Champi
ons play a game against the UOP
Tigers. The game will take place
sometime
during
the
spring...Improvements are being
made at Billy Hebert Field over the
Christmas vacation...The Pacific
baseball team is selling T-shirts for
$10 and adjustable hats for $15.
Contact the baseball office at 9462790.
Women's Basketball- Junior
Natasha Norris entered the starting
lineup against SL Johns, replacing
junior Charlotte Soeeberg. Norris is
averaging six rebounds per game and
9.3points per game. The other starters
include Tine Freil, Charmon Logan,
Lena Petersson and Charlene Alden.
"The cohesiveness of the team is bet

By Alfred Spear

ter. Charlotte plays better coming off
the bench," said head coach Melissa
DeMarchi.
Football-The 1990football season
concluded lastThursday with theannual
football banquet Player awards were
given to the following individuals: Troy
Kopp, Most Valuable Player and Of
fensive Team Captain; Aaron Turner,
Outstanding Offensive Player; Pat
Aragon, Most Loyal Player, Out
standing Defensive Player and Defen
sive Team Captain; Jerry DiMaggio,
Most Inspirational Player; Curt
Crandall, Outstanding Lineman; Peter
Miller, Tiger Football Strength
Athlete....Coaches awards were given
to the following players: David
Karthhauser,Special Team Player, Greg
Bishop, Leading Stockton Player; Pat
Aragon, Iron Man Award and Out
standing Scholarship Award; Ron
Papazian, Most Improved; Brian
Kaloustian, Presidential Spirit Award;

Darryl Hobbs, Presidential Excellence
in Performance....Recruitingis in full
swing; junior college transfers came
to UOP this past weekend from Illi
nois. Fifteen more JC transfers are
scheduled for this coming weekend.
Volleyball- The Tigers are return
ing to the NCAA final four for the
first time since its championship
season in 1986. The team left for the
University of Maryland at College
Park on Tuesday. Its record standsat
29-6 as it is scheduled to play the
University of Nebraska today in the
semi-finals. The other semi-final has
the UCLA Bruins against the LSU
Tigers. The last time theTigers faced
the Nebraska Comhuskers UOP de
feated the Comhuskers in the Illinois
Tournament in four games 15-13,154, 5-15, 5-10. The victory was the
first loss of the 1990 season for the
then No.1 ranked Comhuskers.

The University of the Pacific's de
partment of physical education and
recreation has recently received final
approval to change their department
title and theirmajor requirements to the
department of sports sciences.
"Thechange is definitely positive,"
said Tom Stubbs, chairman of the de
partment of physical education and
recreation. "Thechangemakesusmore
efficient, moreeffective and itgives us
better credibility."
The change will be implemented in
the Fall of 1991 and will effect about
150 students who are already in the
department The incoming freshman
class will beclassifiedas thenew "sports
sciences" majors. There will not be a
physical education and recreation ma
jor under the department of sports sci
ences. However, students who are
already enrolled as physical education
and recreation majors may have the
option of finishing their degree with
the old or new title. The major will be
"sports sciences", but there will be
three tracks or emphases within the
major: physical education, snorts
medicine and sport management.
Members of the faculty believed
that it was just a matter of time before
the change would be made. According
to Mike Wilborn, thedirectorofathletic
trainers and theclinical coordinator for
UOP, the old name no longer described
the majors within the department ac
curately.
"Across the country, students are
studying sports as a science not as an
activity," Wilbom said. "Theold title is
also notas descriptive of whatisactually
offered in the department." Wilbom
mentioned that added classes and new
ideas being implemented in the major
are allowing students the opportunity
to study a wider area of sport. Students
will now study physical therapy, athletic
training, the science of sport and all of
the medical aspects incorporated within
the major. The old tide was not en
compassing the full spectrum of the
department, said Wilbom.
According to Linda Koehler, an
associate professor of the department,
the changes are very positive. Koehler,
director of the sport management em
phasis, feels the change will broaden
the student's educational experience.
One major change in the sports man
agement track will deal with the num
ber of units required for the emphasis.
The unit load changes from 48 to 60
units. One additional class which will
be required is sports liability to be
added next year.
This was not the first time the de
partment had attempted a name change.
The department tried last year to change
the title, but there was insufficient in
formation to strengthen the argument.
This year the department had the Dean

UOP sport Lady Tigers show promise at ASU
discrimination
study
By Todd Woodford

Asst. Sports Editor

(Continued from page 10)
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equal to whites, which theauthors con
tend is a sign that teams are no longer
keeping only the most talented blacks
and Latins on their rosters.
"When marginal black players are
equally as likely to be hired as marginal
white players, this isan indication of non
discrimination," said Phillips. "Basedon
ourfigures,discrimination hasdiminished
this decade to the point of almost disap
pearing."
The study also found that the central
(thinking) positions of shortstop and
second base in baseballareopeningupfor
blacksand Latinsand thecentral positions
of guard, quarterback and linebacker in
football are becoming more accessible to
blacks. The authors report that pro bas
ketball has long had open access to all
positions.
The authors acknowledge that their
statistics indicate that one other central
Position in baseball —catcher—is still
Primarily closed to Macks: only three
blacks, non-starters, were among the65
tiajor league catchers in 1988. Thestudy
did not compare pitchers, and Phillips
believes there is evidence that discrimioation still exists at that position.

The University of the Pacific
women's basketball team left for the
Arizona State/Dial Soap Tournament
on Thursday looking to improve its 13 record. The two -day tournament
took place in Tempe, Arizona. The
teams in the tournament were UOP,
Arizona State, St. Johns and Cleveland
State.
On Friday evening, the Lady Tigers
were put to the test by a well-coached
St. Johns team from New York. In the
firstround of the tournament, theTigers
were defeated by 78-69. Pacific held a
38-34 halftime lead, but the ladies from
SL Johns put together an impressive
second half surge to hand Pacific its
fourth loss of the season. Sophomore
Tine Friel had 19 points and six assists
to pace UOP.
In the consolation round of the
tournament, the Lady Tigers faced
Cleveland State. UOP used a wellbalanced offensive attack to defeat
Cleveland State by 88-58. In this
game, senior guard Charmon Logan
took center stage. During the contest,
Logan canned 6-of-10 three point shots
in a 20 point effort. The Lady Tigers
placed four other players in double
figures in scoring: Tasha Norris (16),
Charlene Alden (14), Charlette
Soeeberg (14) and Freil (11).
Although the Tigers were 1-1 in

this tournament, Freil said, "So far this
season our team has not been playing
well. In certain games, some players
would play well, but there has not been
a complete team effort. However, in

high school basketball games at nearby
Marcos De Niza High School, located
five mile away from Arizona State
University, the site of the tournament.
"It was great to play at ASU, because

Sport management
searches for identity
By Todd Woodford

Batchelder says it is his interest in
sports thatattracted him. When asked
what he would like to do after gradu
By Janet Stanation,
Batchelder said, "I would like
Guest Writer
to become involved inpublic relations
The sport management program
aspects of a professional sports team.'
at UOP is not new, buta large number
Dave Brown, a communication
of studentsare not aware of this major
major, shows a high interest in the
and what it has to offer. It has been
sport management field. This interest
mentioned byseveraloftheUOPsport
is so strong that he arranged to par
management majors that this field will
ticipate in an internship which plied
grow and prosper in the near future.
him in a sport enterprise at the sports
As the program develops, people will
information department at Stanford
be more aware and have a clearer University. "It was a very rewarding
understanding of thisdemandingfield. experience and gave me insight as to
The sport managementprogram at what it would be like to be involved
UOP involves a cross-disciplinary with public relations in a sports envi
approach which emphasizes a strong ronment I really enjoyed it"
academic foundation and practical
Linda Koehler, the head of the
experiences. This is evident from the sport management program on cam
specialized courses within the depart pus, shows a great deal of enthusiasm
ment of sportsciences (formerly Dept. about sprat management and its de
of P.E. and recreation), as well as velopment at UOP. Koehler would
courses in the liberal studies, business like to limit the enrollment in the
and computer science. In addition to program to 30 undergraduate and
thecoursework,studentsalsocomplete graduate students. She said, "This
two internships which providehands- would allow the program to strive for
on experience in thesports field. From growth and quality." There is already
these coursesand internships,students some planned growth for theprogram
gain both theoretical and applied as in the area of coursework. Beginning
pects of managing a sport or fitness nextfall.asport liability course will be
enterprise.
offered, which will go intodetail about
After the coursework is com legal issues involved in the managepleted, sport management graduates mentofa sporting enterprise. Several
will realize that they have several other courses are also being planned
occupational areas tochoose from. A for future semesters.
sport manager can consider, profes
Those people who shared their
sional sports, intercollegiate athletics, opinions in relation to the sport man
amateur sports, airport fitness centers, agement program seem very enthusi
resorts, hotel fitness, corporate fitness astic about itsfuture developmentand
and private sports clubs. As senior growth already achieved in the last
sport management major Mindy two years under Dr. Koehler. If you
Cannady said, "The only limiting are interested or would just like to get
factor involved in choosing a career some more information about sport
option is your imagination."
management, please contact Dr.
S tudents are attracted to the sport Koehler at 946-2531.
management field for a variety of
reasons.
Sophomore Chuck
Asst. Sports Editor

of the College of the Pacific, Robert
Benedetti, supporting theirrequest. He
has been attempting to reorganize the
College of the Pacific to one major per
department, with specific tracks of
curriculum under each major. Now
after approvals from the COP Cur
riculum Committee, the COP Council
and the academic affairs committee,
the department has finally received
approval.
According to Janet Star, a sports
management major at UOP, "It will
benefit the students by putting more
emphasis in class decisions." Star be
lieves this is a very positive move by
the department. "I almost wish I was a
freshman again."

Andrew Psaltis, a sports medicine
and psychology major at UOP, be
lieves the changewillbemore beneficial
for the graduate students. Psaltis be
lieves that mostgraduatestudents would
have a difficult time landing a job in a
specific degree.
"The new tide sounds better, looks
better and encompasses everything,"
said Psaltis.
Psaltis has also been organizing a
group of students to serve as the sports
sciences club. The club recently had
two meetings to let students within the
department know of thechanges. Psaltis
believes this will help students make
decisions on whether or not to change
their majors to sports sciences.
>mm
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"We rebounded well and played solid
defense. The players off the bench
contributed a great deal."

<cY>VAtJL.Y,

— Tine Friel
this tournament, we played much bet
ter. We rebounded well and played
soliddefense. Theplayersoff the bench
contributed a great deal."
The victory was especially memo
rable for sophomore forward, Molly
McCoskery. McCoskery played her

that's where my high school team won
the girls state championship in 1989."
"Also it was fun to play in front of my
family and friends."
The Tigers' next game is Friday
evening at home against Wichita State
with tip off scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

466-7988
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WAR
(Continued from page 3)

ago.
There are probably more students
there. Many reserveand National Guard
troopers attend graduate school, Super
said. But since graduate work does not
qualify for the $140 monthly GI Bill
benefits, Super noted, it's hard to esti
mate how many grad students have
been called from school.
About 55 Reserve Officer Training
Corp cadets from around the country,
enrolled in a special program, have
been called toactive duty, reports Jack
Muhlenbeck, a ROTC spokesman.
Even if the government holds stu
dents to their end of the benefitsfor-service bargain, USSA and the
American Association of University
Students want schools to promise to
refund all the tuition they paid before
being called to duty.
In a public letter to their members,
the presidents of six major higher edu
cation associations called for at least
partial refunds.
"We believe that the voluntary
adoption by each higher education in

MARCONI
(Continued from page 8)

sity as place to grow. "It is a seeding
place, where students can come and
allow their seed togerminate and begin
to grow," Marconi says. She feels that
her work experience and her love for
nature are intertwined. Sheencourages
her students to think about the future of
America and incorporate their ideas

PERSONALS
LOST KEYS—6 plus car key. RE
WARD! Call 944-7166.
Alisa, you've been a fantaslic
roommate and a GREAT sister—I'm
going to miss you over Christmas.
Love, Miriam RS. How are you going
to get up in the morning?
Delta SigmaPi- Have an awesome
break! Aloha and Adios-Cheryl
God, "The Song Remains The
Same": Midol, The Boxes,Etc... But:
Tom will never walk in again! -BriGuy
ABC and Tri-Chai- Truly, I could
ask for no finer bunch. Thanks for
making Graceand J.B. as close as our
friendship—I couldn't have made it
without ya'll- Have a wonderful
Christmas-May all your holiday
wishes come true! I love ya'll, Beth.
Eric- I'm glad we were able to
cause such havoc in the fraternity.
Have a great break!—Cheryl
Emilie- Thanks for all your help
this semester, especially in Geology.
I'm sorry that I can't celebrate your
21st with you-I hope it is awesome.—
Cheryl
Kel and Hayden- Havea blast boar
hunting in Madrid. See you in
Barcelona!—Cheryl and Suzie
Susan Reiser, Happy Birthday,
Good luck on finals, don't stress, I
won't get you fully sick. You are my
totally best roommate, friend, and
brother. I'm fully totally gonna miss
you. Love the confused blonde—
Dawn
*
Suzie- Thanks for making my
dream vacation come true. I can't be
lieve our last semester is just around

stitution of apolicy—expressed in terms
responsive to the institution's and its
students' particular circumstances—
that permits tuition refunds or credits
for enrolled students called to active
duty is preferable to a federal legal
mandate," the letter states.
The letter was signed by the presi
dents of the American Council on
Education, the National Association of
State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities, the
American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, the Association of
American Universitiesand theNational
Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities.
In addition, the U.S. Department of
Education, which oversees most federal
college programs, told its regional of
fices earlier thissemester to letcalled-up
students delay paying their student loans
until they return to civilian life.
Among many others, the nine
campuses of the University of Cali
fornia system, American University,
Metropolitan State College in Denver
and the University of Nebraskaall have
set tuition refund policies for students
called to active military service.

into their work. Partofherclass assign
ment is to have the students keep a
journal. Marconi feels that a journal of
on-going thoughts helps the students to
view their ideas over a period of time,
thus reflecting on the growth they've
experienced.
"I am constantly instructed by my
student's perceptions and their aware
ness," says Marconi."One of the most
beautiful resources in our country is
our American student."

the corner. You think I havesenioritis
now just try and get me to leave
Spain. You're the Best—Cheryl.

INTRAMURALS
(Continued from page 10)

bigger and stronger, Fafuna Grinders
(Hawaiian Club plus a couple others)
countered with extremequickness.The
Grinders had several chances to win in
the closing minutes, yet The Mad
Bombers held them off to win the
championship 56-53.
I F. AGUE PLAY starts almost im
mediately after school begins in the
spring. Entries are open now for all
basketball leagues. The deadline ;s

friday Feb. 1. Captain's meeting is
Monday Feb. 4 with league play starting
Wednesday Feb.6. Divisions available
are: Men A3.C; Women A3; Napo
leon (6 ft. and under men) A3; and Corec A3. The Co-rec division is new
this year. It requires two women on the
court at all times and does not allow
men to play inside the free throw line
area.
Entry fees for all leagues were
incorrectly printed in last week's issue
of The Pacifican.All entry feesare $20
per team (not $15). Start putting your
teams together now.

BASKETBALL
(Continued from page 11)

The only question of the second
half was whether or not UOP would hit
lOOpoints. Thequestion was answered
with 1:05 left to play in the game on a
layup by John Hardy. A J. Sulka fin
ished the scoring by hitting a 3-pointer
at the buzzer.
Despite the victory against Prairie
View A&M, Pacific was handed a tough
loss earlier in the week at Reno as the
University of Nevada beat them 79-78.
The Tigers had a chance to win the

game in the closing seconds as Dem
and Lavender both missed shots.
The Tigers were led in Reno
Demps' 29 points. Randy Morphe
scored 11, and Lyttle and Lavei
added 10 each. Morphew also led
Tigers on the boards with seven
bounds.
The Tiger's next game will be
Saturday, Dec. 15, as UOP hosts
University of San Francisco. G;
time is set for 7:30 p.m. At halfti
there will be a performance by the bJ
Light DareDevil team as they perfon,
"slam dunk mania."

NO REPEAT THURSDAY
If we repeat an article, and you catch us, we will gladly refund the price you paid for the issue. Guaranteed.
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To all of R.H.A. Thanks for your
work this semester-Have a wonder
ful vacation and get ready for Roo's
toRock 1991! Happy Holidays! Love
Beth.
Kappa Alpha Theta- Merry
Christmas. I will miss you all!! Have
a safe vacation and come visit me if
you're in Southern Calif. Love
Michele

Source: Martin VnH u

angeli <

:V

Courtney Barnes and Mark
Summer: You guys are the best, but
what am I going to do without your
one-of a-kind music reviews and
controversial restaurant reviews?
You'll just have to fax me articles
from your plush offices overlooking
the bay! Thanks for everything. The
best of luck to you both. Fondly,
Miriam.
Roady man- Keep in touch over
break —One of your NEW friends.
Claire and Jamie, We're going to
miss you next semester. The best of
luck to both of you. Fondly, the
ASUOP Senate
Goodbye to Alf! We'll miss you
and we all thank you for all of your
hard work! Love the Staff!
Second Midwest, your the BEST!
Thanks for a wonderful semester!
Getready for 1991 its gonna be great!
Happy HolidaysGang. I'll miss ya'll!
Love, Beth.

HELP WANTED
CAMPUS FOODSERVICE OP
PORTUNITY! Join our team this
semester, flexible hours, conveniendy
located on campus, meal bonus. See
Gary at the Quad kitchen. 946-2510.

%
Save now on select color Macintosh systems.
Now throughJanuary 5,1991, take advantage of special savings when you
buy a Macintosh® Hsi, Macintosh Dei, or Macintosh nfx computer and an AppleColor™
High-Resolution RGB Monitor*
Whether you choose the new Macintosh Hsi, Apple's latest powerful, affordable
system. Or the Macintosh Hci, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the
maximum-performance Macintosh Ilfx, with its virtually unlimited expandability. You'll
be getting a system of lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your
system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor.
Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their
value, and we'll compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter
which system you choose.
ft*.

THE UNIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE
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LOWER LEVEL • MCCAFFREY CENTER
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^ough January 5,1991. Offer void where prohibited by law.
©199° Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. AppleColor is a trademark of Apple Computer,
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